NAME OF THE UNIT

SUBHAS FOOD PRODUCTS

NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR
BABLU MAKHAL

CATEGORY
GENERAL

SEX
MALE

INDUSTRY SECTOR
MANUFACTURING

NATURE OF BUSINESS
FOOD PROCESSING

MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS
FOOD PROCESSING

CONTACT ADDRESS
HARIDEVPUR, 21/102, KRISHNAGAR JULPIA ROAD, KOLKATA-104

CONTACT NO.
9433454543

TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC
TRAINING & LOAN ASSISTANCE

HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC
CAMPAIGN

WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I always wanted to have my own business but it was always difficult to begin without proper training and without capital. After my formal education, I started a small manufacturing unit in my own house in 2009. I found it was extremely hard without any support and know how. It was then, that I got an opportunity to join a training program organized by NSIC on food processing. This training opened new vistas and outlook. I began to apply for PMEGP loan through KVIC with a project of Rs. 10 lack and the project was finally sanctioned for Rs. 8 lack.

My business, began to take a turn for the better, in the mean time I also underwent various training programs organized by MSME – Di Kolkata form time to time.

The Management development program gave me a skill to better manage my business and also for planning growth. All through my association with NSIC Howrah I have always found to be very helpful in guidance to developed ideas and business. Specially I would like to thank Mr. Palash Bhowmik Training manager and Mr. Sankar Naskar, Deputy Manager for their in valuable and expert advice and guidance.

Presently my food processing unit has successfully grown employing eight persons with a turnover of about Rs. 1 crore per annum.

I hope my association with NSIC will remain and grow stronger in coming days and the institute will help me to grow, Thus creating better employment opportunities for many.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I am very grateful for The National Small Industries Corporation- Technical services centre, Howrah. After association with this organisation I am able to create self identity as a successful entrepreneur.

When I came to know that NSIC is providing the training on Tailoring through awareness campaign, I took admission in 2015 and successfully completed the one month skill development training on tailoring. Previously I was a simple house wife and after completion the course I was confident that I can establish the industrial unit. I thank to NSIC that they have provided me adequate theoretical & practical knowledge during training session.

After successful completion of training I decided to start my career as entrepreneur with Garments product like frock, Kurti etc. which is the total product of ladies wear. Finally we have started the unit name with MAA MANSHA TAILORING in my house.

I am satisfied that due to my training in NSIC I am now an independent lady and also I am happy to support my family financially.
NAME OF THE UNIT: MAA TARA TAILORING HOUSE

NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR: JYOTHSANA SANTRA
CATEGORY: GENERAL
SEX: FEMALE
INDUSTRY SECTOR: MANUFACTURING
NATURE OF BUSINESS: TEXTILE
MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS: BALITIKURI, SETHPARA, DIST-HOWRAH, WEST BENGAL

CONTACT ADDRESS: BALITIKURI, SETHPARA, DIST-HOWRAH, WEST BENGAL
CONTACT NO.: 9804935734

TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC: TRAINING
HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC: TRAINING

WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I am unemployed women with great hope to do something which can help the development of our society. I want to be our own boss. With this ambition in mind, I got the opportunity to attend Entrepreneur Programme organized by NSIC Technical services centre, Howrah.

I was selected by NSIC for Skill development entrepreneurship programme on tailoring for one month in the year 2015. It was great experience and the best training I got till date. We were provided the vital knowledge that we might require for setting up our own unit. The training was both for Entrepreneurship development & skill development.

After successful completion of training I decided to establish a micro unit of garment manufacturing and I layed stone with name of MAA TARA TAILORING HOUSE. Currently two members working in this unit one is my self and one co-worker.

I am lucky that gradually our business is increasing and wants to say that all these happened for my association with NSIC and the above factor makes me feel proud.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME OF THE UNIT</th>
<th>JAY MAA TARA TAILORING HOUSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR</td>
<td>ANJANA NASKAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>OBC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEX</td>
<td>FEMALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDUSTRY SECTOR</td>
<td>MANUFACTURING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATURE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>TEXTILE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT ADDRESS</td>
<td>DASNAGAR BALIGOLA, DIST-HOWRAH, STATE- WEST BENGAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT NO.</td>
<td>987451098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC</td>
<td>TRAINING</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:**

The National Small Scale Industries Limited is a platform for the small and emerging Entrepreneurs and I can proudly say that I become a member of NSIC from 2015. It provides a big platform for the small and emerging entrepreneurs for their exposure and to explore a market for their product after establishing of their own unit. I can personally say that NSIC has helped me a lot to grow in time.

The National Small Industries Corporation Limited is a Government of India Organization working for the growth and development of MSME’s of India Growth through its various development schemes. Among all schemes as I know Training is the best Scheme for the new Entrepreneurs Like me.

After successful completion of training programme I started self business in garments manufacturing and open a tailoring centre name as JAY MAA TARA TAILORING HOUSE. Apart from this we are also providing the training to village women prior to engage in work at our centre.

Thanks to NSIC for their kind support in establishing my unit and providing me a platform for learning.
**NAME OF THE UNIT**  
SUSMITA TAILORING CENTRE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR</th>
<th>SANGITA KOLAY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>GENERAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEX</td>
<td>FEMALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDUSTRY SECTOR</td>
<td>MANUFACTURING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATURE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>TEXTILE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT ADDRESS</td>
<td>BALITIKURI, KALITALA, DIST-HOWRAH, STATE- WEST BENGAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT NO.</td>
<td>9830814374</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC**  
TRAINING

**HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC**  
TRAINING

**WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:**

I am a passed out trainees of The national Small Industries Corporation- Technical service centre, Howrah. This is a dynamic organization who can select, trained some interested entrepreneur and groom them such way that they can be able to established their own industrial unit.

During 2015 I was selected by NSIC – TSC, Howrah for one month training programme in Tailoring. I was interested in tailoring from young age but due to unavailability of good platform couldn’t started own business.

I had idea for manufacturing of dresses for Teenager, Middle aged and aged lady but due to lack of systematic training I couldn’t started my own business. When I heard that NSIC is providing training on Tailoring for one month by one of staff of NSIC. I took admission in Tailoring in 2015. I acquired maximum knowledge from this training on skill development as well as theory like documentation, accounts managements, manpower management.

After completion of training I opened SUSMITA TAILORING CENTRE with own small investment. I am happy that I am groomed by NSIC for a successful entrepreneurship.
NAME OF THE UNIT  
LOKNATH TAILORING HOUSE

NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR  
SIVANI DAS

CATEGORY  
GENERAL

SEX  
FEMALE

INDUSTRY SECTOR  
MANUFACTURING

NATURE OF BUSINESS  
TEXTILE

MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS  
BALITIKURI, KALITALA, DIST-HOWRAH , STATE- WEST BENGAL

CONTACT ADDRESS  
9830814374

CONTACT NO.  
TRAINING

WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I am associated with The National Small Industries Corporation Ltd.- Technical Services Centre, Howrah from 2015. NSIC has a great contribution in building up my entrepreneurship carrier. Before coming to NSIC I never think that someday I become an entrepreneur and I can earn for our family. It was my great luck that in 2015 I was selected by NSIC for Entrepreneurship & skill development programme.

I took the admission in tailoring and learn lot during training. Actually we have learn theory as well as particle which built confident in my life and helped to become an entrepreneur.

After completion of training we have started the LOKNATH TAILORING HOUSE with small investment. Mainly my customers are local residence only but I have the confident my business will grow.

Currently we are providing the service for female wear garments only. I give all credit to NSIC and will be ever grateful.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

Before coming to The National Small Industries corporation, I was thinking that how I can help to our family financially. We got the platform NSIC to do something for my family financially. When we heard that NSIC is giving the training on tailoring then I consulted Miss Pronity Pal faculty of tailoring. I came to know that after completion of training I can open a tailoring centre.

I taken admission in 2015 at NSIC-TSC, Howrah. During training we had learn about two best part

2. Practical - it developed our skills.

After successful completion of training, opened a manufacturing unit with name of RATUL TAILORING HOUSE with two Sewing machines. Currently we are happy that we are getting the customer and making money for our family.

I will give all credits to NSIC to make me successful entrepreneur.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I was very much interested for a training on entrepreneurship building and I think that training can develop a person both in skills & theoretical. In my thinking every person possessed some kind of skill but it remain un-noticed and that person is enable to establish any kind of business without proper knowledge. Training can provide such knowledge regarding how to open a unit, how it can run, how it can be managed etc.

As I know The National Small Industries corporation is an authorised institute to provide entrepreneurship programme & skill development training. I was associated with NSIC in 2015 and completed one month training for tailoring.

This training programme help me lot to run my business in schematic manner. It also helped to expand it. After completion of training we got lot of energy & confident that we should expand the business and explore the opportunity to work with us.

I thankful to NSIC that giving me chance to reduce unemployment little bit since after completion of training we have engaged 3 more workers at our school to trained the poor people.
**NAME OF THE UNIT**: SUBHO TAILORING HOUSE

**NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR**: DIPALI ROY

**CATEGORY**: GENERAL

**SEX**: FEMALE

**INDUSTRY SECTOR**: MANUFACTURING

**NATURE OF BUSINESS**: TEXTILE

**MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS**: BALITIKURI, NASKARPARA, DIST- HOWRAH, STATE- WEST BENGAL

**CONTACT ADDRESS**: DIST- HOWRAH, STATE- WEST BENGAL

**CONTACT NO.**: 7890086232

**TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC**: TRAINING

**HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC**: TRAINING

**WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:**

The National Small Industries Corporation working for the growth & development for Micro and Small industries. NSIC is also providing the platform for SME’s to expose themselves as an emerging out business. It is also supporting to increase the confident level.

I feel proud to say that I am the pass out trainee from NSIC. I admitted in one month training programme in Tailoring in 2015. After successfully completion of training I was got the energy to open my shop. With huge confident I laid stone for SUBHO TAILORING HOUSE in 2015 it self.

I must mention here the most appreciable part of NSIC training is that NSIC not only providing training but they always keep in touch with trainees who succeeded to setup unit and tried to solve any problem that they face establishing unit.

My association with NSIC is my PRIDE FACTOR and my turning point in professional life and I shall always remember and salute NSIC for making my life success. Today I am happy that I am supporting my family with monthly earning (Rs. 6000/-).
### What is the Pride Factor the Unit Gets From NSIC:

I am a young girl who has to do the business in mind but due to lack of knowledge & confident I never came out with concrete solution. Suddenly I saw advertisement in local newspaper that NSIC is providing one month training in tailoring, I contacted NSIC office immediately. After interaction with NSIC staff I was happy that after completion of training I can do the business with support of NSIC.

I went to my house and after discussion with my family I took the admission in tailoring. After one month when I successfully completed the training, I had the confident and knowledge that I will open the tailoring shop.

After taking the admission in 2015 for one month training programme I learnt not about the technology, I also learn about the procedure for applying the loan, How to do the product marketing, How to approach the customer, documentation. I feel confident after completion of course from NSIC.

I proudly say that ROHAN LADIES TAILORING HOUSE which is running by my self is only due to NSIC. I am happy that my monthly earning is Rs.3500/- which is going to my family.
NAME OF THE UNIT
LOKNATH TAILORING HOUSE

NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR
SOBITA MAITY

CATEGORY
GENERAL

SEX
FEMALE

INDUSTRY SECTOR
MANUFACTURING

NATURE OF BUSINESS
TEXTILE

MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS

CONTACT ADDRESS
BHARATMATA COLONY, DASNAGAR
DIST- HOWRAH, STATE- WEST BENGAL

CONTACT NO.
9874657973

TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC
TRAINING

WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

The pride factor that I feel for my association with The National Small Industries Corporation-Technical Services Centre, Howrah is for:

1. NSIC is the correct place from there Entrepreneur is coming out who is participating vital role in the growth of Small Scale Industries.
2. NSIC not only create entrepreneur but it helps in making of manufacturing product of new entrepreneurs by giving them proper exposure.
3. NSIC makes a thorough monitor on the trainees who succeeded to setup their own unit and helps in sanctioning of loan, marketing etc.

I associated with NSIC in 2015 for the training on tailoring for one month at Technical service Centre, Howrah. After completion of training NSIC helped me to associate with M/s Loknath Tailoring as a worker from where I am earning Rs.3500/- in a month which is helping to my family.

Finally I can say that after completion of training other training institution is not entertained but NSIC is helping after completion of training also. After completion of training I consulted with NSIC and he helped me getting the job.

I feel proud that I completed the training from NSIC.
NAME OF THE UNIT | LOKNATH TAILORING HOUSE
---|---
NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR | SIMA JANNA
CATEGORY | GENERAL
SEX | FEMALE
INDUSTRY SECTOR | MANUFACTURING
NATURE OF BUSINESS | TEXTILE
MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS | 
CONTACT ADDRESS | PASCHIM DASNAGAR, NAVJIVAN SAMITI
DIST- HOWRAH, STATE- WEST BENGAL
CONTACT NO. | 9051882107
TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AWAILED FROM NSIC | TRAINING
HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC | TRAINING

WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I had stayed in touch with the organization “NSIC”, since the day I had taken admission in the institute for the course, and I am very much grateful for The National Small Industries Corporation Limited, A government of India enterprise, Balitkuri-Howrah because this is an organization that provides a big opportunity for the new entrepreneur like me.

I am a 2015 passed out trainee of this organization. Before training I was simply a house wife having no knowledge on entrepreneurship. But after attending an awareness programmed on entrepreneurship development we are informed about NSIC training and Support for getting the job or start the carrier as a business man.

After completion of training I got the job of Rs. 3500/- per month with the help of NSIC. I am happy that after association with NSIC I am helping my family with this amount.

The reason I have already mentioned above, I feel proud for my association with NSIC and I shall remain grateful for their act.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I am very grateful to NSIC – TSC, Howrah and its officers because NSIC has the power to create confidence among the backward women like me by providing both Skill development & entrepreneurship development training which include both theory & practical.

When I came to know during awareness campaign running by NSIC in balitikuri, Howrah that they are providing the training on Tailoring at Japanigate, Immediately I had consulted the NSIC staff after campaign. I was happy when I satisfied with all query like Can I open a Tailoring centre, what you will teach during training, How we will decide the charges of job etc.

I was joined NSIC as a trainee in one month Tailoring course in 2015. After completion I was confident that I can start our own business.

With pursue of that I had started our own Tailoring shop with name of MAHAPRABHU TAILOR in my house itself. I advertised in our neighbour and after 1 week we are getting the order. Now I become a well-known personality as a ladies tailor in our neighbour.

I am earning approx Rs. 6000/- in a month and helping to my family financially. I thanks to NSIC that what I am now that is only due to NSIC, Howrah only.
NAME OF THE UNIT  | BUITY TAILOR
---|---
NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR  | BINITA PAL
CATEGORY  | GENERAL
SEX  | FEMALE
INDUSTRY SECTOR  | MANUFACTURING
NATURE OF BUSINESS  | TEXTILE
MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS  |  
CONTACT ADDRESS  | V-ROAD , DASNAGAR, DIST- HOWRAH, STATE- WEST BENGAL
CONTACT NO.  | 9831367745
TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC  | TRAINING
HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC  | TRAINING

WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I am a passed out trainees from The National Small Scale Industries corporation- Technical service Centre, Howrah, A Gov. Of India Enterprise under the ministry of MSME, New Delhi. This is an organisation repute in working for growth & development of micro and small industries in India & abroad.

NSIC is a dynamic organization which is using new tools & technique in teaching participating in growth of country with adopting new edge of technology for Small & Medium scale industries. This is the organization who is trying to reduce the unemployability in the country.

I was selected for one month training on Tailoring in 2015 at Technical Service Centre, Japanigate, Howrah (WB). I learn about the how to maintain the financial account, how to make a project proposal to avail the bank loan, Manpower Management along with technical.

I have completed my training in 2015 and after one month I started own business by name of Buity Tailor. My main product is women wear and teenager. Rs. 6600/- I am earning from this business and supporting to my family financially.

I heartily thanks to NSIC to making me own identity in current competitable market.
**NAME OF THE UNIT**  
SAGAR TAILOR

**NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR**  
PRAMILA MONDAL

**CATEGORY**  
GENERAL

**SEX**  
FEMAL

**INDUSTRY SECTOR**  
MANUFACTURING

**NATURE OF BUSINESS**  
TEXTILE

**MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS**  

**CONTACT ADDRESS**  
PANCHNAT TALA, V-ROAD, DASNAGAR  
DIST- HOWRAH, STATE- WEST BENGAL  
7685922017

**CONTACT NO.**  
7685922017

**TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC**  
TRAINING

**HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC**  
TRAINING

**WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:**

I am informed by my daughter after attending the Entrepreneurship development programme at Balitkuri, Howrah, organised by The National Small Scale Industries Corporation- Technical Services Centre, Howrah, a Government of India Enterprise that he is giving the training on tailoring. From past year I was thinking that how can I expand my husband business?

I got the golden opportunity to help my husband in enhancing the business. I had joined NSIC-TSC, Howrah in 2015 for one month training programme. Before the training I was thinking that faculty will train me only how to make male as well as female dresses.

I was surprised that he taught me about bank loan processing, manpower handling, Finance and accounting, Marketing Philosophy, Customer interaction technique. After passed out from NSIC I had started ladies wear product like kurta, Panjabi dress in existing Tailoring shop which was managed by my husband.

I can only say that NSIC is the platform where women makes economically independent. I feel proud that I am helping my family and enhance the existing business only due to NSIC.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME OF THE UNIT</th>
<th>INDIAN RAILWAY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR</td>
<td>SHAILESH SAW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>GENERAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEX</td>
<td>MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDUSTRY SECTOR</td>
<td>SERVICE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATURE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT ADDRESS</td>
<td>PANCHNAT TALA, V-ROAD, DASNAGAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DIST- HOWRAH, STATE- WEST BENGAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT NO.</td>
<td>9748147831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC</td>
<td>TRAINING</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:**

I am a passed out trainee from The National Small Scale Industries Corporation- Technical service centre, Howrah, A Gov. of India Enterprise under the ministry of MSME, New Delhi. This is organisation repute in working for growth & development of micro and small industries in India. This is the organization who is working towards reduction of unemployment in India.

There are several Pride factors that I feel proud for my association with NSIC:

1. NSIC is a unique organisation who is delivering the quality teaching in technical field like welder, fitter, surveyor, and electrician.
2. I also appreciate the dedication towards time management during classroom teaching.
3. I proud to feel that I am product of NSIC where giving emphasis on trade practice.

I was passed out from NSIC and started preparing for Government sector job since I was very much interested to do the government sector job. When I was writing the exam for getting the job in ordinance factory, then I realised that the technical what was taught during class hour is helping a lot to solve the problem.

I Proudly to say that I am a part of Government organisation only due to NSIC-TSC, howrah.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I am happy and feel proud that I became part of NSIC-TSC, Howrah, A Government of India Enterprise. NSIC—TSC, Howrah is the platform where every trainee getting benefitted and getting support after completion of training.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After getting the training in electrician in 2014 from Sri Arasind vidyapith, I was searching the job in the market. After 6 months I saw advertisement in newspaper that NSIC-TSC, Howrah is providing one year training in Refrigeration & Air Conditioning and after completion the course they are also providing the job. Since same statement was told by my previous institute so I was enquired first and after satisfaction of query I had joined NSIC.

We got the quality teaching in theory part as well as practical part. Due to strictness in timing, I faced problem in starting phase but not I am very happy that due to strictness my perfectness has improved a lot.

As they committed after completion of course they will provide me placement assistance, the act as per commitment and we got the job in Domestic Home Appliances Services at cost to company 1.2 L/year.
NAME OF THE UNIT | DOMESTIC HOME APPLIANCE SERVICE
---|---
NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR | SUJAN KUMAR MONDAL
CATEGORY | SC
SEX | MALE
INDUSTRY SECTOR | SERVICE
NATURE OF BUSINESS | NA
MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS | NA
CONTACT ADDRESS | VILL- SOLBAGA, PO- KASHMOLI, PS- JOYPUR, DIST-HOWRAH, PIN- 711303
CONTACT NO. | 9775310469
TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC | TRAINING
HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC | ADVERTISEMENT & CAMPAIGN

WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I am a passed out trainee from The National Small Scale Industries Corporation- Technical Service centre, Howrah. There are many pride factors that I feel proud association with NSIC:

1. Discipline of the Institution.
2. Co-operation of NSIC staff & faculties.
3. Well analytical approach of teaching.
4. Support after completion of training.

I had joined NSIC-TSC, Howrah after seeing the advertisement in newspaper. After joining we have learnt technical as well as entrepreneurship skill. The most important thing is that we got the confident after completion of course.

After completion of course I selected by Domestic Home appliance service Pvt. Ltd. I feel proud after getting the offer letter that I am a passed out student of NSIC-TSC, Howrah.
NAME OF THE UNIT
MARUTI SUZUKI INDIA LTD.

NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR
SANTANU ROY

CATEGORY
GENERAL

SEX
MALE

INDUSTRY SECTOR
SERVICE

NATURE OF BUSINESS
AUTO MOBILE SECTOR

MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS
ASSEMBLY

CONTACT ADDRESS
268 , B.T. ROAD ,BARANAGAR
KOLKATA- 700036 , STATE- WEST BENGAL
9433153915

CONTACT NO.
9433153915

TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC
TRAINING

HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC
ADVERTISEMENT & CAMPAIGN

WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

The National Small Scale Industries Corporation is a Public Sector Enterprise, Government of India, providing the support to SME’s technically as well as financially by different scheme and training. Qualified trainees from NSIC serving SME’s and participating in growth of country.

NSIC –TSC, Howrah is providing the Quality training in Skill development and in Entrepreneurship development. I am a trainee of NSIC in welder trade belongs to 2013-2014 batch. After passing NSIC-TSC , Howrah provided me support to appeared in campus placement organised by themselves. Now I am member of M/s Maruti Suzuki India Ltd. Only due to platform provided by NSIC-TSC , Howrah.

Currently I am Earning Rs. 16500/- per month and I am feeling lucky person that I am a passed out candidate from NSIC.
### WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

The National Small Scale Industries Limited is a platform for the small and emerging Entrepreneurs and I can proudly say that I become a member of NSIC from 2014. It provides a big platform for the small and emerging entrepreneurs for their exposure and to explore a market for their product after establishing of their own unit. I can personally say that NSIC has helped me a lot to grow in time.

The National Small Industries Corporation Limited is a Government of India Organization working for the growth and development of MSME’s of India Growth through its various development schemes. Among all schemes as I know food processing (Entrepreneurship) is the best Scheme for the entrepreneurs Like me.

After successful completion of training programme on food processing in the year 2014, I am working with some of my friends for manufacturing popcorn and to do the marketing of the product and am earning and helping to my family.

Thanks to NSIC for their kind support in establishing my unit and providing me a platform for learning.
NAME OF THE UNIT: MARUTI SUZUKI INDIA LTD.

NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR: BHOLANATH BISWAS
CATEGORY: GENERAL
SEX: MALE
INDUSTRY SECTOR: SERVICE
NATURE OF BUSINESS: AUTOMOBILE SECTOR
MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS: ASSEMBLY
CONTACT ADDRESS: VILL+PO- TANGAON , DIST- 24 NORTH PARGANAS, WEST BANGAL
CONTACT NO.: 8348515266

TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC: TRAINING
HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC: ADVERTISEMENT & CAMPAIGN

WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

When I was selected by Maruti Suzuki India Ltd during in campus placement organized by The National Small Industries Corporation – Technical Service Centre, Howrah, I was feeling proud that I am a passed out trainee from NSIC, Howrah.

I was selected by NSIC –TSC , Howrah for 2013-14 batch in welder trade. During training programme, I felt that it was an extraordinary class by the faculty of NSIC, Howrah. It was my dream come true when leading automobile company MARUTI SUZUKI selected me at the campus selection at NSIC, Howrah. I am leading a happy life now working and learning in MARUTI SUZUKI, Gurgaon.

I am earning Rs. 16500 through which I can raise mine as well as my family’s life standard. I am very fortunate to join NSIC at the right time of my career.

Thanks to NSIC for providing me such platform from where I started our carrier.
NAME OF THE UNIT  |  REFORM TOOLS PVT. LTD.
---|---
NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR  |  RANJIT CHKRABORTY
CATEGORY  |  GENERAL
SEX  |  MALE
INDUSTRY SECTOR  |  SERVICE
NATURE OF BUSINESS  |  JOB
MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS  |  OPERATION
CONTACT ADDRESS  |  JOHARHAT, ANDUL
                |  DIST- HOWRAH, WEST BENGAL
CONTACT NO.  |  8013616810
TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC  |  TRAINING
HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC  |  ADVERTISEMENT & CAMPAIGN

WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

The National Small Industries Corporation-Technical Service Centre, Howrah is running NCVT approved course like Welder, Fitter, Surveyor, Machinist etc. Technical Service Centre, Howrah is also providing training for skill development & Entrepreneurship development along with short term course like CNC programming, RAC, Vocational Training for Engineering Students etc.

I feel proud to tell every person that I belong to The Nation Small Scale Industries Corporation – Technical Service centre, howdah from 2014 batch passed out trainee in CNC programming.

I was taken admission in CNC programming in 2014 for 2 months training programme. NSIC – TSC Howrah trained me in CNC and also he developed my personality through Entrepreneurship development.

After completion of training in CNC we got job in M/s Reform Tools Pvt. Ltd. As an operator with monthly perks Rs.8000/- . I feel proud when talking to any body and telling that I am a student from NSIC-TSC, Howrah. Thanks to NSIC-TSC, Howrah giving me such platform.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

The National Small Scale industries corporation, Government of India Undertaking providing the platform for youth to setup their own business through Skill Development & Entrepreneurship development programme. NSIC also providing the training certificate in welder, fitter, surveyor, Electrician, CNC programming, computer hardware & networking and after successful completion of course they also providing the job through campus placement.

From Initial I was interested to work in abroad. After successfully completion of course in RAC (Refrigeration & Air-conditioning) from NSIC. I have selected by Oman base company namely M/s Oman Genetco LLC company in maintenance department as a technician. Now I am earning INR 30000/- in a month.

I would thanks to NSIC for providing me such platform where I learn and development my personality, I would also thanks to NSIC staff to providing me support during training.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I feel proud when someone asking and telling that I am a part of National Small Scale Industries corporation-Technical Service Centre, Howrah. I was associated with NSIC as trainee in 2013.

After seeing the advertisement in newspaper regarding admission in welder trade I joined NSIC in 2013-14 batche. I was eager to learn, So whatever faculty suggested I was doing. We are also getting full support from NSIC staff & faculty. Main thing was that discipline that is that main pride factor.

During training NSIC provided me not only technical knowledge rather than this we got confident. I can say that NSIC has provided me such type of platform where I enhanced my knowledge and also I started my carrier with full confident & energy.

After completion of training in welder trade we got job in M/s Agro tech Ltd. As an operator with monthly perks Rs.8000/- . I feel proud when talking to any body and telling that I am a student from NSIC-TSC, Howrah. Thanks to NSIC-TSC, Howrah giving me such
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I am a passed out student from The National Small Scale Industries Corporation, Gov. of India Undertaking – technical service centre, Howrah.

1. Providing the support during training and after successful completion of training.
2. Great quality of training.
3. Method that is using during training is good.

Above some mentioned point by which I feel proud to association with NSIC-TSC, Howrah.

After completion of training in welder in 2014 I placed in vision group as a welder on monthly salary Rs. 8000/- per month. During training we trained by well qualified faculty. The important thing is that during training they are giving more emphasis on practice. Now I am recognise as a good welder among our working team in the organisation only due to particle knowledge provided by NSIC-TSC, Howrah.

I thanks to all faculty and staff of NSIC-TSC , Howrah to providing support and co-operation during training. I feel proud to say that I am a passed out trainee from NSIC-TSC, Howrah.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

The National Small Scale Industries Corporation is a Public Sector Enterprise, Government of India, providing the support to SME’s technically as well as financially by different scheme and training. Qualified trainees from NSIC serving SME’s and participating in growth of country.

I feel proud to tell every person that I belong to The Nation Small Scale Industries Corporation – Technical Service centre, howdah from 2014 batch passed out trainee in CNC programming.

I was taken admission in CNC programming in 2014 for 2 months training programme. NSIC – TSC Howrah trained me in CNC and also he developed my personality through Entrepreneurship development.

After completion of training in CNC we got job in M/s Delivery .com. As an operator with monthly perks Rs.12000/- I feel proud when talking to any body and telling that I am a student from NSIC-TSC , Howrah. Thanks to NSIC-TSC, Howrah giving me such platform.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME OF THE UNIT</th>
<th>TAILORING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR</td>
<td>SUPARNA NANDI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>GENERAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEX</td>
<td>FEMALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDUSTRY SECTOR</td>
<td>MANUFACTURING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATURE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>FOODING AND PACKAGING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>ICE CREAM &amp; CONE MANUFACTURER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT ADDRESS</td>
<td>MUNSIRHAT, DIST-HOWRAH SATTE - WEST BENGAL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC | TRAINING |
| HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC                | CAMPAIGN |

**WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:**

I am very grateful for The National Small Industries Corporation- Technical services centre, Howrah. After association with this organisation I am able to create self-identity as a successful entrepreneur.

When I came to know that NSIC is providing the training through awareness campaign, I took admission in food processing course and successfully completed my training. I thank to NSIC that they have provided me adequate theoretical & practical knowledge during training session. After successful completion of training programme on Tailoring, I am working with some of my friends and family member for manufacturing garments and am earning Rs. 3500/approx. per month from there as per season.

I am satisfied that due to my training in NSIC I am now an independent and established person and also I am happy to support my family financially.
**NAME OF THE UNIT**
SRI SIDHIVI ENTERPRISES

**NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR**
NAVIN BHAGAT

**CATEGORY**
GENERAL

**SEX**
MALE

**INDUSTRY SECTOR**
STEEL

**NATURE OF BUSINESS**
JOB

**MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS**
SERVICE

**CONTACT ADDRESS**
VILL- SUNDRI , DIST- ARAREA
STATE- BIHAR

**CONTACT NO.**
9661997701

**TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC**
TRAINING

**HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC**
ADVERTISEMENT & CAMPAIGN

---

**WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:**

I am a passed out trainees from The National Small Scale Industries corporation-Technical service Centre, Howrah, A Gov. Of India Enterprise under the ministry of MSME, New Delhi. This is an organisation repute in working for growth & development of micro and small industries in India & abroad.

I have joined NSIC in 2009 in Turner trade after seeing the advertisement in newspaper. Initially I had applied for fitter trade but due to unavailability of seat in fitter i had joined turner after getting the suggestion by NSIC staff.

I am happy and can say that the suggestion given by NSIC was good since after completion the course I was selected for M/s Bhushan Steel & power through M/s Shri Sidhivi Enterprises.

I am working in M/s BSPL as a supervisor and earning Rs. 15000/- per month and helping to my family.
I would like to thanks NSIC-TSC, Howrah for providing me such platform.

**NAME OF THE UNIT**: ITC LTD

**NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR**: PRASHANT KUMAR JHA

**CATEGORY**: GENERAL

**SEX**: MALE

**INDUSTRY SECTOR**: FMCG

**NATURE OF BUSINESS**: JOB

**MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS**: SERVICE

**CONTACT ADDRESS**: H.NO-829/1, W.NO.-10, BEHIND JAIN TALAB PASCHIM MEDITPUR

**CONTACT NO.**: 9933564370

**TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC**: TRAINING

**HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC**: ADVERTISEMENT & CAMPAIGN

**WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:**

I was selected by NSIC–TSC, Howrah for 2009-11 batch in welder trade. During training programme, I felt that it was an extraordinary class by the faculty of NSIC, Howrah. It was my dream come true when leading FMCG company M/s ITC Ltd. selected me at the campus selection at NSIC, Howrah. I am leading a happy life now working and learning in ITC Ltd..

I am earning Rs. 15500 through which I can raise mine as well as my family’s life standard. I am very fortunate to join NSIC at the right time of my career.

I feel proud that I am a part of National Small Scale Industries Corporation is a Public Sector Enterprise, Government of India, providing the support to SME’s technically as well as financially by different scheme and training. Qualified trainees from NSIC serving SME’s and participating in growth of country.

I would also thanks to NSIC faculty & Staff for co-operation & co-ordination during training.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME OF THE UNIT</th>
<th>ABDOS OIL PVT. LTD.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR</td>
<td>SOURABH DAS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>GENERAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEX</td>
<td>MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDUSTRY SECTOR</td>
<td>FMCG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATURE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>JOB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>MANUFACTURING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT ADDRESS</td>
<td>MALANCHA, OLD KALI MANDIL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KHALAGPUR, WEST BENGAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT NO.</td>
<td>9475883031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING</td>
<td>TRAINING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVAILED FROM NSIC</td>
<td>ADVERTISEMENT &amp; CAMPAIGN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:**

National small industries corporation limited, is an organization who is a training provider to the unemployed youth. This organization is authorized by the govt. of India, New Delhi as a nodal agency for providing industrial training in elding, fitter, surveyor, turner, draftmen - mechanical, machinist & electrician along with software and hardware courses like basics of computer, networking, cnc programming, etc and vocational training for engineering students. The main intention for providing training is to generation of employment like self employment and wage employment so that it helps in the burning problem of today.

After completion of 10th, I was searching the course by which I can get the job immediately after completion of course. When I saw advertisement in newspaper NSIC-TSC, Howrah providing the job oriented course with 100% placement assistance. I contacted NSIC staff immediately over phone and found that seat in fitter vacant. Immediately I taken admission in fitter trade.
I feel proud that I am a passed out trainee from NSIC-TSC, Howrah. Currently I am working with Abdos Oils Private Ltd. As a supervisor with monthly salary Rs 12000/-. 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME OF THE UNIT</th>
<th>SIEMENS LTD.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR</td>
<td>ANUPAM MAITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>GENERAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEX</td>
<td>MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDUSTRY SECTOR</td>
<td>ELECTRONICS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATURE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>JOB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>MANUFACTURING &amp; SERVICES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT ADDRESS</td>
<td>JANGALPARA, PURSURAH HOOGHLY- 712401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT NO.</td>
<td>9609359807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC</td>
<td>TRAINING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC</td>
<td>ADVERTISEMENT &amp; CAMPAIGN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:**

I am fully satisfied with the kind of guidance and support provided to me by NSIC-TSC,HOWRAH. It helped me a lot in improving my skills and knowledge. NSIC-TSC,HOWRAH is a wonderful place to learn and grow under various experienced faculties providing practical and theatrical knowledge.

After completion of Training in Machinist in 2014 I was selected in Siemens Ltd. And place his unit name as Flender Limited in Machine Shop. I feel proud to tell that I am a passed out trainee from NSIC –TSC, Howrah and also thanks to NSIC-TSC , Howrah for providing such platform. Only due to NSIC I am earning Rs. 12000/- in month and contributing to my family as financial support.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME OF THE UNIT</th>
<th>ICE CREAM CONE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR</td>
<td>SANGITA PATHAK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>GENERAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEX</td>
<td>FEMALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDUSTRY SECTOR</td>
<td>MANUFACTURING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATURE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>FOODING AND PACKAGING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>ICE CREAM &amp; CONE MANUFACTURER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT ADDRESS</td>
<td>BALITIKURI, KHALDHARPARA, DIST-HOWRAH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC**

| HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC | TRAINING |

**WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:**

I am a passed out trainees of The national Small Industries Corporation- Technical service centre, Howrah. This is a dynamic organization who can select, trained some interested entrepreneur and groom them such way that they can be able to established their own industrial unit.

When I came to know that NSIC is providing the training through awareness campaign, I took admission in food processing course and successfully completed my training. Now I am working for self-business of manufacturing ice cream cone and its products. I thank to NSIC that they have provided me adequate theoretical & practical knowledge during training session.

After successful completion of training programme on food processing in the year 2015, I am working with some workers for manufacturing soya milk and its products and to do the marketing of the product and am earning Rs. 6000/approx. per month from there.

I am satisfied that due to my training in NSIC I am now an independent and established person and also I am happy to support my family financially.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

When I was thinking about my decision about association with NSIC-TSC, Howrah them I am realising that my decision was correct and this is only due to provided support by NSIC-TSC, Howrah.

The National Small Industries Corporation-Technical Service Centre, Howrah is running NCVT approved course like Welder, Fitter, Surveyor, Machinist etc. Technical Service Centre, Howrah is also providing training for skill development & Entrepreneurship development along with short term course like CNC programming, RAC, Vocational Training for Engineering Students etc.

At the time of admission NSIC staff has suggested to take admission in fitter and he was also promised that he will provide me placement assistant after completion of training.

I would like to thanks to NSIC-TSC, Howrah for providing me such platform. Really that happen under the guidance of NSIC-TSC, Howrah, I am working in Siemens Ltd. And earning Rs. 12000/- in month.

I feel proud for association with NSIC-TSC, Howrah.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

After seeing the advertisement in newspaper regarding admission in welder trade I joined NSIC in 2012-13 batche. I was eager to learn, So whatever faculty suggested I was doing. We are also getting full support from NSIC staff & faculty. Main thing was that discipline that is that main pride factor.

I am fully satisfied with the kind of guidance and support provided to me by NSIC-TSC,HOWRAH. It helped me a lot in improving my skills and knowledge. NSIC-TSC,HOWRAH is a wonderful place to learn and grow under various experienced faculties providing practical and theatrical knowledge.

After completion of course I got offer from M/s Garden Reach Shipbuilders & Engineers Ltd. At monthly salary of Rs. 5000/- per month as a stipend. After completion of training I am getting Rs. 15500/- in a month as a salary.

Now I feel Proud in association with NSIC and thanks to NSIC for providing me such platform.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME OF THE UNIT</th>
<th>ORDNANCE FACTORY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR</td>
<td>DEEPAK PRASAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>GENERAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEX</td>
<td>MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDUSTRY SECTOR</td>
<td>MANUFACTURING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATURE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>JOB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>PRODUCTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT ADDRESS</td>
<td>BATWAR, RANCHANDA, JAMHUR, AURANGABAD, BIHAR- 824121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT NO.</td>
<td>9038443829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC</td>
<td>TRAINING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC</td>
<td>ADVERTISEMENT &amp; CAMPAIGN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:**

I am happy and feel proud that I became part of NSIC-TSC, Howrah, A Government of India Enterprise. NSIC-TSC, Howrah is the platform where every trainee getting benefitted and getting support after completion of training.

National small industries corporation limited, is an organization who is a training provider to the unemployed youth. This organization is authorized by the govt. of India, new delhi as a nodal agency for providing industrial training in elding, fitter, surveyor, turner, draftmen-mechanical, machinist & electrician alongwith software ands hardware courses like basics of computer, networking, cnc programming, etc and vocational training for engineering students. The main intention for providing training is to generation of employment like self employment and wage employment so that it helps in the burning problem of today.

After completion of course I got offer from M/s Garden Reach Shipbuilders & Engineers Ltd. At monthly salary of Rs. 5000/- per month as a stipend. After completion of training I am getting Rs. 15500/- in a month as a salary.

Now I feel Proud in association with NSIC and thanks to NSIC for providing me such platform.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME OF THE UNIT</th>
<th>ICE CREAM CONE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR</td>
<td>RAMA MONDAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>GENERAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEX</td>
<td>FEMALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDUSTRY SECTOR</td>
<td>MANUFACTURING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATURE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>FOODING AND PACKAGING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>ICE CREAM &amp; CONE MANUFACTURER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT ADDRESS</td>
<td>BALITIKURI, KHALDHARPARA, DIST-HOWRAH STATE - WEST BENGAL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:**

I am a passed out trainees of The national Small Industries Corporation- Technical service centre, Howrah. This is a dynamic organization who can select, trained some interested entrepreneur and groom them such way that they can be able to established their own industrial unit.

When I came to know that NSIC is providing the training through awareness campaign, I took admission in food processing course and successfully completed my training. Now I am working for self-business of manufacturing soya milk and its products. I thank to NSIC that they have provided me adequate theoretical & practical knowledge during training session.

After successful completion of training programme on food processing in the year 2014, I am working with some workers for manufacturing soya milk and its products and to do the marketing of the product and am earning Rs. 12000/approx. per month from there.

I am satisfied that due to my training in NSIC I am now an independent and established person and also I am happy to support my family financially.
NAME OF THE UNIT | ORDNANCE FACTORY
--- | ---
NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR | ABHISHEK KUMAR SINGH
CATEGORY | GENERAL
SEX | MALE
INDUSTRY SECTOR | MANUFACTURING
NATURE OF BUSINESS | JOB
MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS | PRODUCTION
CONTACT ADDRESS | 16/7/B, SRIMANI PARA LANE
 | KOLKATA - 700036
CONTACT NO. | 9433373998
TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVALIED FROM NSIC | TRAINING
HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC | ADVERTISEMENT & CAMPAIGN

WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

National small industries corporation limited is an organization who is a training provider to the unemployed youth. This organization is authorized by the govt. of India, New Delhi as a nodal agency for providing industrial training in welding, fitter, surveyor, turner, draftsman-mechanical, machinist & electrician along with software and hardware courses like basics of computer, networking, CNC programming, etc and vocational training for engineering students. The main intention for providing training is to generation of employment like self employment and wage employment so that it helps in the burning problem of today. I joined NSIC-TSC, Howrah in welder trade NCVT approved training course after seeing the advertisement in news paper in 2013.

I got the job after completion of course in Ordinance Factory and got the chance to serve to country. Now I am Happy and feel proud in association with NSIC-TSC, Howrah.

Some of our friend asking from where you completed the course that time I feel proud to tell that I have completed the course from NSIC-TSC, Howrah and I am suggesting to our friend to join NSIC if instrested.

I would like to thank to NSIC-TSC, Howrah for providing me platform to earn Rs. 26000/- in a month & giving chance to serve the country.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I joined NSIC-TSC, Howrah in welder trade NCVT approved training course after seeing the advertisement in newspaper in 2013.

National small industries corporation limited is an organization who is a training provider to the unemployed youth. This organization is authorized by the govt. of India, New Delhi as a nodal agency for providing industrial training in welding, fitter, surveyor, turner, draftsman-mechanical, machinist & electrician along with software and hardware courses like basics of computer, networking, CNC programming, etc and vocational training for engineering students. The main intention for providing training is to generation of employment like self employment and wage employment so that it helps in the burning problem of today.

I would like to thank to NSIC-TSC, Howrah for providing me platform to earn Rs. 26000/- in a month & giving chance to serve the country.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I am a successful trainee from The National Small Scale Industries Corporation- Technical service centre, Howrah, A Gov. of India Enterprise under the ministry of MSME, New Delhi. This is organisation repute in working for growth & development of micro and small industries in India. This is the organization who is working towards reduction of employability in India.

There are several Pride factor that I feel proud for my association with NSIC:

❖ NSIC is a unique organisation who is delivering the quality teaching in technical field like welder, fitter, surveyor, Electrician.

❖ I also appreciate the dedication towards time management during classroom teaching.

❖ I proud to feel that I am successfully trained from NSIC.

I have attended the entrepreneurship training from NSIC and also completed my CITS course on IT trade since I was very much interested to be an inspiration to my next generation by means of teaching. Soon after completion of my CITS, I was called for the interview from NSIC-TSC, Howrah and provided the opportunity to be a part of the Organization by mean of teaching for Information Technology as well as to train the future entrepreneurs of our country. I proudly say that I am a part of NSIC-TSC, Howrah who is producing the future entrepreneurs and technicians for our country.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I am very grateful for The National Small Industries Corporation- Technical services centre, Howrah. After association with this organisation I am able to create self-identity as a successful entrepreneur.

When I came to know that NSIC is providing the training through awareness campaign, I took admission in food processing course and successfully completed my training. Now I am working along with my friend for making ice cream cone. I thank to NSIC that they have provided me adequate theoretical & practical knowledge during training session.

After successful completion of training programme on food processing in the year 2015, I am working with some of my friends and family member for manufacturing ice cream cone and to do the marketing of the product and am earning Rs. 9000/approx. per month from there as per season.

I am satisfied that due to my training in NSIC I am now an independent and established person and also I am happy to support my family financially.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

There are several Pride factor that I feel proud for my association with NSIC-TSC, Howrah:

- NSIC is a unique organisation who is delivering the quality teaching in technical field like welder, fitter, surveyor, Electrician.
- I also appreciate the dedication towards time management during classroom teaching.
- I proud to feel that I am successfully trained from NSIC.

I proudly say that I am a part of NSIC-TSC, Howrah who is producing the future entrepreneurs and technicians for our country.

The National Small Industries Corporation-Technical Service Centre, Howrah is running NCVT approved course like Welder, Fitter, Surveyor, and Machinist etc. Technical Service Centre, Howrah is also providing training for skill development & Entrepreneurship development along with short term course like CNC programming, RAC, Vocational Training for Engineering Students etc.

I joined NSIC in 2011 for 2011-2012 batch in welder trade. I am a successfully passed out trainee in welder trade. After completion of course I placed in Bengal Logistics as an apprentice at monthly stipend Rs. 8000/-.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME OF THE UNIT</th>
<th>HANDICRAFT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR</td>
<td>JAYANTI BERA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>GENERAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEX</td>
<td>FEMALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDUSTRY SECTOR</td>
<td>SMALL SCALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATURE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>BAG MAKING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>BAG MANUFACTURING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT ADDRESS</td>
<td>BALITIKURI BAKULTALA MAHABIR, DIST-HOWRAH WEST BENGAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT NO.</td>
<td>9735078350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC</td>
<td>TRAINING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC</td>
<td>TRAINING &amp; AWARENESS CAMPAIGN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:**

I am very grateful for The National Small Industries Corporation- Technical services centre, Howrah. After association with this organisation I am able to create self identity as a successful entrepreneur.

When I came to know that NSIC is providing the training on Tailoring through awareness campaign, I took admission in 2015 and successfully completed the one month skill development training on tailoring. Previously I was a simple house wife and after completion the course I was confident that I can establish the industrial unit. I thank to NSIC that they have provided me adequate theoretical & practical knowledge during training session.

After successful completion of training I decided to start my career as entrepreneur with Hand bags product like bags with crystal designing etc. which is the total useful product of ladies. Finally we have started the unit in my house.

I am satisfied that due to my training in NSIC I am now an independent lady and also I am happy to support my family financially.
**NAME OF THE UNIT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR</th>
<th>TAILORING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MALTI SETH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>GENERAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEX</td>
<td>FEMALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDUSTRY SECTOR</td>
<td>MANUFACTURING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATURE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>TEXTILE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>MANUFACTURING OF DRESS MATERIAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT ADDRESS</td>
<td>BALITIKURI, GOLIR MUKH, DIST-HOWRAH SATTE - WEST BENGAL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:**

I am very grateful for The National Small Industries Corporation- Technical services centre, Howrah. After association with this organisation I am able to create self-identity as a successful entrepreneur.

The National Small Industries Corporation Limited is a Government of India Organization working for the growth and development of MSME’s of India Growth through its various development schemes. Among all schemes as I know Training is the best Scheme for the new Entrepreneurs Like me.

After successful completion of training programme I started self business in garments manufacturing and open a tailoring centre in my house. Apart from this we are also providing the training to village women prior to engage in work at our centre.

Thanks to NSIC for their kind support in establishing my unit and providing me a platform for learning.

I am satisfied that due to my training in NSIC I am now an independent and established person and also I am happy to support my family financially.
NAME OF THE UNIT: HANDLOOM/ HANDICRAFT

NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR: MADHABI SARIKET
CATEGORY: GENERAL
SEX: FEMALE
INDUSTRY SECTOR: MANUFACTURING
NATURE OF BUSINESS: TEXTILE
MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS: BAG MAKING
CONTACT ADDRESS: 36/25 KASHIPUR, DASNAGAR, DIST-HOWRAH, STATE- WEST BENGAL
CONTACT NO.: 9433844086
TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC: TRAINING
HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC: TRAINING

WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I am unemployed women with great hope to do something which can help the development of our society. I want to be our own boss. With this ambition in mind, I got the opportunity to attend Entrepreneur Programme organized by NSIC Technical services centre, Howrah.

I was selected by NSIC for Skill development entrepreneurship programme on incubator for one month in the year 2015. It was great experience and the best training I got till date. We were provided the vital knowledge that we might require for setting up our own unit. The training was both for Entrepreneurship development & skill development.

After successful completion of training I decided to establish a micro unit of garment manufacturing and I laid stone of making crystal bags. Currently 20 members working in this unit one is myself and other co-worker.

I am lucky that gradually our business is increasing and wants to say that all these happened for my association with NSIC and the above factor makes me feel proud.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME OF THE UNIT</th>
<th>HANDLOOM/ HANDICRAFT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR</td>
<td>ARCHANA DUTTA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>GENERAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEX</td>
<td>FEMALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDUSTRY SECTOR</td>
<td>MANUFACTURING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATURE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>BAG MAKING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>HANDICRAFT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT ADDRESS</td>
<td>DASHRA SETTPARA, BALITIKURI, DIST-HOWRAH, WEST BENGAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT NO.</td>
<td>9051315625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC</td>
<td>TRAINING</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:**

The National Small Scale Industries Limited is a platform for the small and emerging Entrepreneurs and I can proudly say that I become a member of NSIC from 2015. It provides a big platform for the small and emerging entrepreneurs for their exposure and to explore a market for their product after establishing of their own unit. I can personally say that NSIC has helped me a lot to grow in time.

The National Small Industries Corporation Limited is a Government of India Organization working for the growth and development of MSME’s of India Growth through its various development schemes. Among all schemes as I know Training is the best Scheme for the new Entrepreneurs Like me.

After successful completion of training programme I started self business in bag manufacturing and opened a tailoring centre too. Apart from this we are also providing the training to other women prior to engage in work at our workplace.

Thanks to NSIC for their kind support in establishing my unit and providing me a platform for learning.
**NAME OF THE UNIT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR</th>
<th>TAPASI SINGHA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>GENERAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEX</td>
<td>FEMALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDUSTRY SECTOR</td>
<td>MANUFACTURING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATURE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>BAG MAKING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT ADDRESS</td>
<td>KASHIPUR, SHANERGHAT DIST-HOWRAH, STATE- WEST BENGAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT NO.</td>
<td>9339199796</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC</td>
<td>TRAINING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC</td>
<td>TRAINING</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:**

I am a passed out trainees of The national Small Industries Corporation- Technical service centre, Howrah. This is a dynamic organization who can select, trained some interested entrepreneur and groom them such way that they can be able to established their own industrial unit.

During 2015 I was selected by NSIC – TSC, Howrah for one month training programme in Tailoring. I was interested in tailoring from young age but due to unavailability of good platform couldn’t started own business.

I had idea for manufacturing of dresses for Teenager, Middle aged and aged lady but due to lack of systematic training I couldn’t started my own business. When I heard that NSIC is providing training on Tailoring and incubator project for one month, by staff of NSIC. I took admission in Incubator Project in 2015. I acquired maximum knowledge from this training on skill development as well as theory like documentation, accounts managements, manpower management.

After completion of training, I am more interested to do another course on tailoring so that I can expand my business and earn a lot of money for the expenditure of my family. I started the handicraft work of making crystal bags and necklace making with own small investment. I am happy that I am groomed by NSIC for a successful entrepreneurship.
NAME OF THE UNIT
ICE CREAM CONE

NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR
ARPITA POLLEY

CATEGORY
GENERAL

SEX
FEMALE

INDUSTRY SECTOR
MANUFACTURING

NATURE OF BUSINESS
FOODING AND PACKAGING

MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS
ICE CREAM & CONE MANUFACTURER

CONTACT ADDRESS
BALITIKURI, KHALDHARPARA, DIST-HOWRAH
SATTE - WEST BENGAL

TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC
TRAINING

HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC
TRAINING

WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I am very grateful for The National Small Industries Corporation- Technical services centre, Howrah. After association with this organisation I am able to create self-identity as a successful entrepreneur.

When I came to know that NSIC is providing the training through awareness campaign, I took admission in food processing course and successfully completed my training. Now I am working along with my friend for making popcorn. I thank to NSIC that they have provided me adequate theoretical & practical knowledge during training session. After successful completion of training programme on food processing in the year 2015, I am working with some of my friends and family member for manufacturing ice cream cone and to do the marketing of the product and am earning Rs. 2000-2500/approx. per month from there as per season.

I am satisfied that due to my training in NSIC I am now an independent and established person and also I am happy to support my family financially.
**WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:**

I am associated with The National Small Industries Corporation Ltd.- Technical Services Centre, Howrah from 2015. NSIC has a great contribution in building up my entrepreneurship carrier. Before coming to NSIC I never think that someday I become an entrepreneur and I can earn for our family. It was my great luck that in 2015 I was selected by NSIC for Entrepreneurship & skill development programme.

I took the admission in tailoring and learn lot during training. Actually we have learn theory as well as particle which built confident in my life and helped to become an entrepreneur.

After completion of training we have enlarged our business with small investment. Mainly my customers are local residence only but I have the confident my business will grow.

Currently we are providing the service for female wear garments only. I give all credit to NSIC and will be ever grateful.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I am a passed out trainees of The national Small Industries Corporation- Technical service centre, Howrah. This is a dynamic organization who can select, trained some interested entrepreneur and groom them such way that they can be able to established their own industrial unit.

During 2015 I was selected by NSIC – TSC, Howrah for one month training programme in Tailoring. I was interested in tailoring from young age but due to unavailability of good platform couldn’t started own business.

I had idea for manufacturing of dresses for Teenager, Middle aged and aged lady but due to lack of systematic training I couldn’t started my own business. When I heard that NSIC is providing training on Tailoring and incubator project for one month, by staff of NSIC. I took admission in Incubator Project in 2015. I acquired maximum knowledge from this training on skill development as well as theory like documentation, accounts managements, manpower management.

After completion of training, I am more interested to do another course on tailoring so that I can expand my business and earn a lot of money for the expenditure of my family. I started the handicraft work of making crystal bags and necklace making with own small investment. I am happy that I am groomed by NSIC for a successful entrepreneurship.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME OF THE UNIT</th>
<th>KASHIPUR FASHION BAGS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR</td>
<td>MINAKSHI ROY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>GENERAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEX</td>
<td>FEMALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDUSTRY SECTOR</td>
<td>MANUFACTURING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATURE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>TRAINING &amp; PRODUCTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>CRYSTAL BAG DESIGNING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT ADDRESS</td>
<td>510, KASHIPUR, DASNAGAR, C.T.I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIST</td>
<td>HOWRAH, STATE- WEST BENGAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT NO.</td>
<td>9874488079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC</td>
<td>TRAINING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC</td>
<td>LAHU UDYOG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:**

I was very much interested for a training on entrepreneurship building and I think that training can develop a person both in skills & theoretical. In my thinking every person possessed some kind of skill but it remain un-noticed and that person is enable to establish any kind of business without proper knowledge. Training can provide such knowledge regarding how to open a unit, how it can run, how it can be managed etc.

As I know The National Small Industries corporation is an authorised institute to provide entrepreneurship programme & skill development training. I was associated with NSIC in 2015 and completed one month training for incubator project and entrepreneurship training.

This training programme help me lot to run my business in schematic manner. It also helped to expand it. After completion of training we got lot of energy & confident that we should expand the business and explore the opportunity to work with us.

I thankful to NSIC that giving me chance to reduce unemployment little bit since after completion of training we have engaged 18 more workers at our workplace for production and providing training the poor people.
**NAME OF THE UNIT**  
SOBHA TAILORING & BAG HOUSE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR</th>
<th>SOVA KARAR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>GENERAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEX</td>
<td>FEMALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDUSTRY SECTOR</td>
<td>MANUFACTURING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATURE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>BAG MAKING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT ADDRESS</td>
<td>KASHIPUR, DASNAGAR, DIST- HOWRAH, STATE- WEST BENGAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT NO.</td>
<td>9330621030</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:**

The National Small Industries Corporation working for the growth & development for Micro and Small industries. NSIC is also providing the platform for SME’s to expose them as an emerging out business. It is also supporting to increase the confident level.

I feel proud to say that I am the pass out trainee from NSIC. I admitted in one month training programme in Tailoring in 2015. After successfully completion of training I was got the energy to open my shop. With huge confident I laid stone for SOBHA BAG HOUSE in 2015 itself.

I must mention here the most appreciable part of NSIC training is that NSIC not only providing training but they always keep in touch with trainees who succeeded to setup unit and tried to solve any problem that they face establishing unit.

My association with NSIC is my PRIDE FACTOR and my turning point in professional life and I shall always remember and salute NSIC for making my life success. Today I am happy that I am supporting my family with monthly earning (Rs. 4500/-).
NAME OF THE UNIT | RIT BAG FASHION HOUSE
---|---
NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR | ARCHANA RIT
CATEGORY | GENERAL
SEX | FEMALE
INDUSTRY SECTOR | MANUFACTURING
NATURE OF BUSINESS | BAG MAKING
MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS | 
CONTACT ADDRESS | DASNAGAR, SANERGHAT
| DIST- HOWRAH, STATE- WEST BENGAL
CONTACT NO. | 9874657928
TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC | TRAINING
HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC | 

WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I am a young girl who has to do the business in mind but due to lack of knowledge & confident I never came out with concrete solution. Suddenly I saw advertisement in local newspaper that NSIC is providing one month training in tailoring, I contacted NSIC office immediately. After interaction with NSIC staff I was happy that after completion of training I can do the business with support of NSIC.

I went to my house and after discussion with my family I took the admission in tailoring. After one month when I successfully completed the training, I had the confident and knowledge that I will open the tailoring shop.

After taking the admission in 2015 for one month training programme I learnt not about the technology, I also learn about the procedure for applying the loan, How to do the product marketing, How to approach the customer, documentation. I feel confident after completion of course from NSIC.

I proudly say that RIT FASHION HOUSE which is running by my self is only due to NSIC’s support . I am happy that my monthly earning is Rs.3500/- which is going to my family.
NAME OF THE UNIT | HANDICRAFT
--- | ---
NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR | RAMA DAS
CATEGORY | GENERAL
SEX | FEMALE
INDUSTRY SECTOR | SMALL SCALE
NATURE OF BUSINESS | BAG MAKING
MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS | BAG MANUFACTURING
CONTACT ADDRESS | 36/33 P ROAD, KASHIPUR, DIST-HOWRAH, WEST BENGAL
CONTACT NO. | 9836789752
TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC | TRAINING
HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC | TRAINING & AWARENESS CAMPAIGN

WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I am very grateful for The National Small Industries Corporation- Technical services centre, Howrah. After association with this organisation I am able to create self-identity as a successful entrepreneur.

When I came to know that NSIC is providing the training on Tailoring through awareness campaign, I took admission in 2015 and successfully completed the one month skill development training on tailoring. Previously I was a simple house wife and after completion the course I was confident that I can establish the industrial unit. I thank to NSIC that they have provided me adequate theoretical & practical knowledge during training session.

After successful completion of training I decided to start my career as entrepreneur with Hand bags product like bags with crystal designing etc. which is the total useful product of ladies. Finally we have started the unit in my house.

I am satisfied that due to my training in NSIC I am now an independent lady and also I am happy to support my family financially.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME OF THE UNIT</th>
<th>HANDLOOM/ HANDICRAFT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR</td>
<td>CHANDITA MONDAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>GENERAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEX</td>
<td>FEMALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDUSTRY SECTOR</td>
<td>MANUFACTURING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATURE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>TEXTILE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>BAG MAKING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT ADDRESS</td>
<td>ANADI DAS SARANI, DASNAGAR, DIST-HOWRAH, STATE- WEST BENGAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT NO.</td>
<td>9231879327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC</td>
<td>TRAINING</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:**

I am unemployed women with great hope to do something which can help the development of our society. I want to be our own boss. With this ambition in mind, I got the opportunity to attend Entrepreneur Programme organized by NSIC Technical services centre, Howrah.

I was selected by NSIC for Skill development entrepreneurship programme on incubator for one month in the year 2015. It was great experience and the best training I got till date. We were provided the vital knowledge that we might require for setting up our own unit. The training was both for Entrepreneurship development & skill development.

After successful completion of training I decided to establish a micro unit of bag manufacturing and I laid stone of making and designing crystal bags. Currently 15 members working in this unit one is myself and other co-worker.

I am lucky that gradually our business is increasing and wants to say that all these happened for my association with NSIC and the above factor makes me feel proud.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME OF THE UNIT</th>
<th>HANDLOOM/ HANDICRAFT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR</td>
<td>PURNIMA NATH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>GENERAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEX</td>
<td>FEMALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDUSTRY SECTOR</td>
<td>MANUFACTURING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATURE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>BAG MAKING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>HANDICRAFT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT ADDRESS</td>
<td>KASHIPUR, DASNAGAR, DIST-HOWRAH, WEST BENGAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT NO.</td>
<td>8420555320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVALIED FROM NSIC</td>
<td>TRAINING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC</td>
<td>TRAINING</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:**

The National Small Scale Industries Limited is a platform for the small and emerging Entrepreneurs and I can proudly say that I become a member of NSIC from 2015. It provides a big platform for the small and emerging entrepreneurs for their exposure and to explore a market for their product after establishing of their own unit. I can personally say that NSIC has helped me a lot to grow in time.

The National Small Industries Corporation Limited is a Government of India Organization working for the growth and development of MSME’s of India Growth through its various development schemes. Among all schemes as I know Training is the best Scheme for the new Entrepreneurs Like me.

After successful completion of training programme I started self-business in bag manufacturing. Apart from this I am also providing the training to other women prior to engage in work at our workplace.

Thanks to NSIC for their kind support in establishing my unit and providing me a platform for learning.
NAME OF THE UNIT | NOODLES MANUFACTURER  
---|---  
NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR | SUJATA MODAK  
CATEGORY | GENERAL  
SEX | FEMALE  
INDUSTRY SECTOR | MANUFACTURING  
NATURE OF BUSINESS | FOODING AND PACKAGING  
MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS | NOODLES MANUFACTURER  
CONTACT ADDRESS | BALITIKURI, SETHPARA, HOWRAH, WESTBENGAL  
TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC | TRAINING  
HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC | CAMPAIGN  

**WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:**

I am very grateful for The National Small Industries Corporation- Technical services centre, Howrah. After association with this organisation I am able to create self-identity as a successful entrepreneur.

When I came to know that NSIC is providing the training through awareness campaign, I took admission in food processing course and successfully completed my training. Now I am working along with my husband and my daughter and some other neighbours for making noodles. I thank to NSIC that they have provided me adequate theoretical & practical knowledge during training session.

After successful completion of training programme on food processing in the year 2014, I am working with some of my friends for manufacturing noodles and am earning Rs. 7500/approx. per month from there.

I am satisfied that due to my training in NSIC I am now an independent and established person and also I am happy to support my family financially.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I am a passed out trainees of The national Small Industries Corporation- Technical service centre, Howrah. This is a dynamic organization who can select, trained some interested entrepreneur and groom them such way that they can be able to establish their own industrial unit.

During 2015 I was selected by NSIC – TSC, Howrah for one month training programme in Tailoring. I was interested in tailoring from young age but due to unavailability of good platform couldn’t started own business.

I had idea for manufacturing of dresses for Teenager, Middle aged and aged lady but due to lack of systematic training I couldn’t started my own business. When I heard that NSIC is providing training on Tailoring and incubator project for one month, I took admission in Incubator Project in 2015. I acquired maximum knowledge from this training on skill development as well as theory like documentation, accounts managements, manpower management.

After completion of training, I am more interested to do another course on tailoring so that I can expand my business and earn a lot of money for the expenditure of my family. I started the handicraft work of making crystal bags and necklace making with own small investment. I am happy that I am groomed by NSIC for a successful entrepreneurship.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME OF THE UNIT</th>
<th>HANDICRAFT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR</td>
<td>SOMA SANTRA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>GENERAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEX</td>
<td>FEMALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDUSTRY SECTOR</td>
<td>MANUFACTURING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATURE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>BAG MAKING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT ADDRESS</td>
<td>36, P ROAD, KASHIPUR, DIST-HOWRAH,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>STATE- WEST BENGAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT NO.</td>
<td>9681561542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC</td>
<td>TRAINING</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:**

I am associated with The National Small Industries Corporation Ltd.- Technical Services Centre, Howrah from 2015. NSIC has a great contribution in building up my entrepreneurship carrier. Before coming to NSIC I never think that someday I become an entrepreneur and I can earn for our family. It was my great luck that in 2015 I was selected by NSIC for Entrepreneurship & skill development programme.

I took the admission in tailoring and learn lot during training. Actually we have learn theory as well as particle which built confident in my life and helped to become an entrepreneur.

After completion of training we have enlarged our business with small investment. Mainly my customers are local residence only but I have the confident my business will grow.

Currently we are providing the service for female hand bags of crystal designing only. I give all credit to NSIC for supporting me mentally and encouraging me and for that I will be ever grateful.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I am a passed out trainees of The national Small Industries Corporation- Technical service centre, Howrah. This is a dynamic organization who can select, trained some interested entrepreneur and groom them such way that they can be able to established their own industrial unit.

During 2015 I was selected by NSIC – TSC, Howrah for one month training programme in Tailoring. I was interested in tailoring from young age but due to unavailability of good platform couldn’t started own business.

I had idea for manufacturing of dresses for Teenager, Middle aged and aged lady but due to lack of systematic training I couldn’t started my own business. When I heard that NSIC is providing training on Tailoring and incubator project for one month, by staff of NSIC. I took admission in Incubator Project in 2015. I acquired maximum knowledge from this training on skill development as well as theory like documentation, accounts managements, manpower management.

After completion of training, I am more interested to do another course on tailoring so that I can expand my business and earn a lot of money for the expenditure of my family. I started the handicraft work of making crystal bags and necklace making with own small investment. I am happy that I am groomed by NSIC for a successful entrepreneurship.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME OF THE UNIT</th>
<th>POPCORN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR</td>
<td>PIYALI CHAKARBORTY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>GENERAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEX</td>
<td>FEMALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDUSTRY SECTOR</td>
<td>MANUFACTURING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATURE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>FOODING AND PACKAGING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>POP CORN MANUFACTURER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT ADDRESS</td>
<td>KONNAGAR, DIST-HOOGLY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>STATE - WEST BENGAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC</td>
<td>TRAINING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC</td>
<td>TRAINING</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:**

I am very grateful for The National Small Industries Corporation- Technical services centre, Howrah. After association with this organisation I am able to create self-identity as a successful entrepreneur.

When I came to know that NSIC is providing the training through awareness campaign, I took admission in food processing course and successfully completed my training. Now I am working along with my friend for making popcorn. I thank to NSIC that they have provided me adequate theoretical & practical knowledge during training session.

After successful completion of training programme on food processing in the year 2014, I am working with some of my friends for manufacturing popcorn and to do the marketing of the product and am earning Rs. 4000/approx. per month from there.

I am satisfied that due to my training in NSIC I am now an independent and established person and also I am happy to support my family financially.
NAME OF THE UNIT | TAILORING & BAG MAKING
---|---
NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR | DABIKA MANNA
CATEGORY | OBC
SEX | FEMALE
INDUSTRY SECTOR | MANUFACTURING
NATURE OF BUSINESS | TEXTILE
MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS | MANUFACTURING OF FEMALE GARMENTS
CONTACT ADDRESS | BANKARA, MISHRA PARA, HOWRAH
CONTACT NO. | 9038765808
TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVALIED FROM NSIC | TRAINING
HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC | CAMPAIGN

WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I associated with during campaign arranged by The National Small Industries Corporation Ltd.- Technical Services Centre, Howrah in 2014. NSIC has a great contribution in building up my entrepreneurship carrier. Before coming to NSIC I never think that someday I become an entrepreneur and I can earn for our family. It was my great luck that in 2014 I was selected by NSIC for Entrepreneurship & skill development programme.

I took the admission in tailoring and learn lot during training. Actually we have learn theory as well as particle which built confident in my life and helped to become an entrepreneur.

After completion of training we have started my own business in my house itself with small investment. Mainly my customers are local residence only but I have the confident my business will grow.

Currently we are providing the service for female wear garments only. I give all credit to NSIC and will be ever grateful.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

The National Small Scale Industries Limited is a platform for the small and emerging Entrepreneurs and I can proudly say that I become a member of NSIC from 2015. It provides a big platform for the small and emerging entrepreneurs for their exposure and to explore a market for their product after establishing of their own unit. I can personally say that NSIC has helped me a lot to grow in time.

The National Small Industries Corporation Limited is a Government of India Organization working for the growth and development of MSME’s of India Growth through its various development schemes. Among all schemes as I know food processing (Entrepreneurship) is the best Scheme for the entrepreneurs Like me.

After successful completion of training programme on food processing in the year 2015, I am working with some of my friends for manufacturing popcorn and to do the marketing of the product and am earning Rs.3000-4000/approx. per month from there.

Thanks to NSIC for their kind support in establishing my unit and providing me a platform for learning and getting a route source of income for me and my dependents.
NAME OF THE UNIT | TAILORING
---|---
NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR | ASIMA DAS
CATEGORY | GENERAL
SEX | FEMALE
INDUSTRY SECTOR | MANUFACTURING
NATURE OF BUSINESS | TEXTILE
MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS | MANUFACTURING OF FEMALE GARMENTS
CONTACT ADDRESS | BANKARA, SANATPALLY, HOWRAH, DOMJUR
CONTACT NO. | 9830577427
TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED | TRAINING
FROM NSIC | CAMPAIGN
HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC | CAMPAIGN

WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I had the idea for manufacturing dresses for Teenagers, Middle-aged and aged lady but due to a lack of systematic training I couldn’t start my own business. When I heard that NSIC was providing training on Tailoring and incubator project for one month, I took admission in the Incubator Project in 2014. I acquired maximum knowledge from this training on skill development as well as theory like documentation, accounts, manpower management.

I was selected by NSIC for the Entrepreneurship development programme on incubator for one month in the year 2014. It was a great experience and the best training I got till date. We were provided the vital knowledge that we might require for setting up our own unit. The training was for Entrepreneurship development & skill development.

After successful completion of training, I decided to start my own garment manufacturing business and I have started in my house itself.

I feel proud to say that I am associated with NSIC.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I feel proud in association with The National small Industries Corporation –Technical Services Centre, Howrah since after training I am earn something and helping my family. NSIC provided me platform from where i started my carrier as an Entrepreneur.

I am associated with The National Small Industries from 2014 after successful completion of training in Tailoring. After completion I have started my own business in my house with one sewing machine.

Currently I am earning approx Rs. 2000-3000/- in a month by getting order from our local natives.

I would like to thanks NSIC for providing me support during training and for giving me such platform to earn something.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME OF THE UNIT</th>
<th>TAILORING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR</td>
<td>REKHA PANDIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>GENERAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEX</td>
<td>FEMALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDUSTRY SECTOR</td>
<td>MANUFACTURING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATURE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>TEXTILE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>MANUFACTURING OF FEMALE GARMENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT ADDRESS</td>
<td>BANKRA, MISHRA PARA, HOWRAH, JORAMADITALLA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT NO.</td>
<td>9062877875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC</td>
<td>TRAINING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC</td>
<td>CAMPAIGN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:**

The National Small Industries Corporation Limited is a Government of India Organization working for the growth and development of MSME’s of India Growth through its various development schemes. Among all schemes as I know Training is the best Scheme for the new Entrepreneurs Like me.

I successfully completed my training in tailoring in 2014. After completion of training I have started my own business from my house itself.

I feel proud to tell that I am associated with NSIC and I am a passed out trainee from NSIC-TSC, Howrah.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME OF THE UNIT</th>
<th>TAILORING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR</td>
<td>ANNA KHARA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>SC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEX</td>
<td>FEMALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDUSTRY SECTOR</td>
<td>MANUFACTURING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATURE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>TEXTILE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>MANUFACTURING OF FEMALE GARMENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT ADDRESS</td>
<td>SALAB HOWRAH 9038765808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT NO.</td>
<td>9038765808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC</td>
<td>TRAINING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC</td>
<td>CAMPAIGN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:**

I am associated with The National Small Industries Corporation Ltd.- Technical Services Centre, Howrah from 2015. NSIC has a great contribution in building up my entrepreneurship carrier. Before coming to NSIC I never think that someday I become an entrepreneur and I can earn for our family. It was my great luck that in 2015 I was selected by NSIC for Entrepreneurship & skill development programme.

After successful completion of training I started my own business. Currently I am providing female dresses for our local people.

I feel proud that I am associated with NSIC-TSC, Howrah and I would like to thanks NSIC for providing me platform to earn Rs. 2500/- in a month.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I am associated with The National Small Industries Corporation from 2014 after successfully completion of training in Tailoring. The National Small Scale Industries Limited is a platform for the small and emerging Entrepreneurs and I can proudly say that I become a member of NSIC from 2014. It provides a big platform for the small and emerging entrepreneurs for their exposure and to explore a market for their product after establishing of their own unit. I can personally say that NSIC has helped me a lot to grow in time.

The training was excellent. NSIC provided me so much knowledge both practical and skill development that I planned to open my own unit for manufacturing of ladies wear like kurti, salbar along with teenager wear. During training NSIC provided me knowledge of accounting, management, marketing technique, book keeping record, manpower management.

Currently I am earning Rs. 2000-3000/- per month due to platform provided by NSIC.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

National small industries corporation limited is an organization who is a training provider to the unemployed youth. This organization is authorized by the govt. of India, New Delhi as a nodal agency for providing industrial training in welding, fitter, surveyor, turner, draftsman-mechanical, machinist & electrician along with software and hardware courses like basics of computer, networking, CNC programming, etc and vocational training for engineering students. The main intention for providing training is to generation of employment like self employment and wage employment so that it helps in the burning problem of today.

I feel proud to say that I am a passed out trainee from NSIC in Tailoring. I am associated with NSIC-TSC, Howrah from 2014. The training was excellent. NSIC provided me so much knowledge both practical and skill development that I planned to open my own unit for manufacturing of ladies wear like kurti, salbar along with teenager wear. During training NSIC provided me knowledge of accounting, management, marketing technique, book keeping record, manpower management.

I have just started our own business in my house to earn and help my family. I thanks to NSIC for providing me platform to stand and visible.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME OF THE UNIT</th>
<th>TAILORING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR</td>
<td>TAPASI MUKHERJEE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>GENERAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEX</td>
<td>FEMALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDUSTRY SECTOR</td>
<td>MANUFACTURING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATURE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>TEXTILE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>MANUFACTURING OF FEMALE GARMENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT ADDRESS</td>
<td>BANKARA, PURBA MISHRIPARA HOWRAH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| CONTACT NO. | NA |
| TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC | TRAINING |
| HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC | CAMPAIGN |

**WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:**

I am a passed out trainees of The national Small Industries Corporation- Technical service centre, Howrah. This is a dynamic organization who can select, trained some interested entrepreneur and groom them such way that they can be able to established their own industrial unit.

During 2014 I was selected by NSIC – TSC, Howrah for one month training programme in Tailoring. I was interested in tailoring from young age but due to unavailability of good platform couldn’t started own business.

I had idea for manufacturing of dresses for Teenager, Middle aged and aged lady but due to lack of systematic training I couldn’t started my own business. When I heard that NSIC is providing training on Tailoring and incubator project for one month, by staff of NSIC. I took admission in Incubator Project in 2014. I acquired maximum knowledge from this training on skill development as well as theory like documentation, accounts managements, manpower management.

I would like to thanks NSIC for providing me platform to earn and help my family.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I am a passed out trainees from The national Small Industries corporation- technical service centre, Howrah. NSIC is playing vital role in supporting of small scale & medium scale industries technically and financially to exist in competitive market.

NSIC – TSC, Howrah has been provided me platform to become an entrepreneur. During campaign arranged by National small industries corporation- technical service centre, Howrah in 2014, I knew that NSIC is providing training in tailoring.

I feel proud when I am telling that I am a passed out trainees from NSIC-TSC, Howrah. I have completed one month training in tailoring in 2014.

After completion of training I bought sewing machine and started business in my house itself and getting order from our locality. I am earning Rs. 4000-5000/- by which I am helping my family

I would like to thanks NSIC-TSC, Howrah for providing me such platform by which I became self-supported women.
NAME OF THE UNIT: TAILORING

NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR: TANIYA MUKHERJEE
CATEGORY: GENERAL
SEX: FEMALE
INDUSTRY SECTOR: MANUFACTURING
NATURE OF BUSINESS: TEXTILE
MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS: MANUFACTURING OF FEMALE GARMENTS
CONTACT ADDRESS: BANKARA, MISHRA PARA, HOWRAH
CONTACT NO.: 9674212363

TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC: TRAINING
HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC: CAMPAIGN

WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

The National Small Scale Industries Corporation is a Public Sector Enterprise, Government of India, providing the support to SME’s technically as well as financially by different scheme and training. Qualified trainees from NSIC serving SME’s and participating in growth of country.

I feel proud to tell every person that I belong to The Nation Small Scale Industries Corporation – Technical Service centre, howdah from 2014 batch passed out trainee in Tailoring.

I know about training during campaign arranged by NSIC-TSC, Howrah. After certain query from NSIC staff I satisfied and taken admission in Tailoring. Now I feel proud that i am associated with NSIC and earning approx Rs. 3000/- in a month only due to platform provided by NSIC.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

During 2014 I was selected by NSIC – TSC, Howrah for one week training programme in food processing. I was interested in popcorn making since I saw the people making popcorn earning a good amount from their business but due to unavailability of good platform couldn’t started own business.

When I heard that NSIC is providing short training on incubator project for one week, I took admission in Incubator Project in 2014. I acquired maximum knowledge from this training on skill development as well as theory like documentation, accounts managements, manpower management.

After completion of training I have started my business in my house itself. I am getting order from our local neighbour and earning Rs. 2000 – 3000/- in a month.

I thanks to NSIC for providing platform to serve my family.
NAME OF THE UNIT: TAILORING

NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR: MADHABI CHAKRABORTY
CATEGORY: GENERAL
SEX: FEMALE
INDUSTRY SECTOR: MANUFACTURING
NATURE OF BUSINESS: TEXTILE
MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS: MANUFACTURING OF FEMALE GARMENTS
CONTACT ADDRESS: BALITIKURI, KHALDAR PARA, HOWRAH
CONTACT NO.: 9809432868

TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC: TRAINING
HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC: CAMPAIGN

WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I am unemployed women with great hope to do something which can help the development of our society. I want to be our own boss. With this ambition in mind, I got the opportunity to attend Entrepreneur Programme organized by NSIC Technical services centre, Howrah.

I was selected by NSIC for Skill development entrepreneurship programme on incubator for one month in the year 2015. It was great experience and the best training I got till date. We were provided the vital knowledge that we might require for setting up our own unit. The training was both for Entrepreneurship development & skill development.

After successful completion of training in tailoring in 2014. I decided to establish a micro unit of garment manufacturing and I laid stone of making female dresses in my house itself.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I am a passed out trainees from The national Small Industries corporation- technical service centre, Howrah. NSIC is playing vital role in supporting of small scale & medium scale industries technically and financially to exist in competitive market.

NSIC – TSC, Howrah has been provided me platform to become an entrepreneur. During campaign arranged by National small industries corporation- technical service centre, Howrah in 2014, I knew that NSIC is providing training in tailoring.

I feel proud when I am telling that I am a passed out trainees from NSIC-TSC, Howrah. I have completed one month training in tailoring in 2014.

After completion of training I bought sewing machine and started business in my house itself and getting order from our locality. I am earning Rs. 1500-2000/- by which I am helping my family

I would like to thanks NSIC-TSC, Howrah for providing me such platform by which I became self-supported women.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I am a passed out trainees of The national Small Industries Corporation- Technical service centre, Howrah. This is a dynamic organization who can select, trained some interested entrepreneur and groom them such way that they can be able to established their own industrial unit.

During 2014 I was selected by NSIC – TSC, Howrah for one week training programme in food processing. I was interested in popcorn making since I saw the people making popcorn earning a good amount from their business but due to unavailability of good platform couldn’t started own business.

When I heard that NSIC is providing short training on incubator project for one week, I took admission in Incubator Project in 2014. I acquired maximum knowledge from this training on skill development as well as theory like documentation, accounts managements, manpower management.

After completion of training, I am more interested to expand my business and earn a lot of money for the expenditure of my family. I started the business of manufacturing popcorn along with my father with own small investment. Now five more people works along with us. I am happy that I am groomed by NSIC for a successful entrepreneurship.
**NAME OF THE UNIT:** POPCORN  
**NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR:** MOUSUMI HAZRA  
**CATEGORY:** S.C  
**SEX:** FEMALE  
**INDUSTRY SECTOR:** MANUFACTURING  
**NATURE OF BUSINESS:** FOODING AND PACKAGING  
**MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS:** POP CORN MANUFACTURER  
**CONTACT ADDRESS:** WADIPUR, DIST-HOWRAH, WEST BENGAL  
**CONTACT NO.:** 8697472256  
**TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC:** TRAINING  

**WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:**  
I am very grateful for The National Small Industries Corporation- Technical services centre, Howrah. After association with this organisation I am able to create self-identity as a successful entrepreneur. When I came to know that NSIC is providing the training through awareness campaign, I took admission in food processing course and successfully completed my training. Now I am working along with my friend for making popcorn. I thank to NSIC that they have provided me adequate theoretical & practical knowledge during training session. I am satisfied that due to my training in NSIC I am now an independent and established person and also I am happy to support my family financially.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

The National Small Scale Industries Limited is a platform for the small and emerging Entrepreneurs and I can proudly say that I become a member of NSIC from 2014. It provides a big platform for the small and emerging entrepreneurs for their exposure and to explore a market for their product after establishing of their own unit. I can personally say that NSIC has helped me a lot to grow in time.

The National Small Industries Corporation Limited is a Government of India Organization working for the growth and development of MSME’s of India Growth through its various development schemes. Among all schemes as I know food processing (Entrepreneurship) is the best Scheme for the entrepreneurs Like me.

After successful completion of training programme on food processing in the year 2014, I am working with some of my friends for manufacturing popcorn and to do the marketing of the product and am earning Rs. 4500/approx. per month from there.

Thanks to NSIC for their kind support in establishing my unit and providing me a platform for learning.
NAME OF THE UNIT | POPCORN
---|---
NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR | BISWAJIT GHORUI
CATEGORY | GENERAL
SEX | MALE
INDUSTRY SECTOR | MANUFACTURING
NATURE OF BUSINESS | FOODING AND PACKAGING
MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS | POP CORN MANUFACTURER
CONTACT ADDRESS | KESHABPUR, DIST-HOWRAH SATTE - WEST BENGAL
CONTACT NO. | 9038814327
TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC | TRAINING

WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

The National Small Scale Industries Limited is a platform for the small and emerging Entrepreneurs and I can proudly say that I become a member of NSIC from 2014. It provides a big platform for the small and emerging entrepreneurs for their exposure and to explore a market for their product after establishing of their own unit. I can personally say that NSIC has helped me a lot to grow in time.

The National Small Industries Corporation Limited is a Government of India Organization working for the growth and development of MSME’s of India Growth through its various development schemes. Among all schemes as I know food processing (Entrepreneurship) is the best Scheme for the entrepreneurs Like me.

After successful completion of training programme on food processing in the year 2014, I am working with some of my friends for manufacturing popcorn and to do the marketing of the product and am earning Rs. 4000/approx. per month from there.

Thanks to NSIC for their kind support in establishing my unit and providing me a platform for learning and getting a route source of income for me and my dependents.
### NAME OF THE UNIT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME OF THE UNIT</th>
<th>POPCORN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR</td>
<td>AMITESH BANK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>GENERAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEX</td>
<td>MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDUSTRY SECTOR</td>
<td>MANUFACTURING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATURE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>FOODING AND PACKAGING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>POP CORN MANUFACTURER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT ADDRESS</td>
<td>KESHABPUR, DIST-HOWRAH SATTE - WEST BENGAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT NO.</td>
<td>7688039939</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I am very grateful for The National Small Industries Corporation- Technical services centre, Howrah. After association with this organisation I am able to create self-identity as a successful entrepreneur.

When I came to know that NSIC is providing the training through awareness campaign, I took admission in food processing course and successfully completed my training. Now I am working along with my friend for making popcorn. I thank to NSIC that they have provided me adequate theoretical & practical knowledge during training session. After successful completion of training programme on food processing in the year 2014, I am working with some of my friends for manufacturing popcorn and to do the marketing of the product and am earning Rs. 4000/approx. per month from there.

I am satisfied that due to my training in NSIC I am now an independent and established person and also I am happy to support my family financially.
NAME OF THE UNIT

SOYA MILK MANUFACTURER

NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR

SOURAV CHAKARBARTY

CATEGORY

GENERAL

SEX

MALE

INDUSTRY SECTOR

MANUFACTURING

NATURE OF BUSINESS

FOODING AND PACKAGING

MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS

SOYA MILK MANUFACTURING

CONTACT ADDRESS

BALITIKURI NASKARPARA, CTI ROAD
DIST- HOWRAH, STATE- WEST BENGAL
9038363508

CONTACT NO.

HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC

TRAINING

TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC

WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I am a passed out trainees of The national Small Industries Corporation- Technical service centre, Howrah. This is a dynamic organization who can select, trained some interested entrepreneur and groom them such way that they can be able to established their own industrial unit.

When I came to know that NSIC is providing the training through awareness campaign, I took admission in food processing course and successfully completed my training. Now I am working for self-business of manufacturing soya milk and its products. I thank to NSIC that they have provided me adequate theoretical & practical knowledge during training session. After successful completion of training programme on food processing in the year 2014, I am working with some workers for manufacturing soya milk and its products and to do the marketing of the product and am earning Rs. 12000/approx. per month from there.

I am satisfied that due to my training in NSIC I am now an independent and established person and also I am happy to support my family financially.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I am very grateful for The National Small Industries Corporation- Technical services centre, Howrah. After association with this organisation I am able to create self-identity as a successful entrepreneur.

When I came to know that NSIC is providing the training through awareness campaign, I took admission in my trade and successfully completed my training. Now I am servicing in REGAL CAT SERVICE CENTER, SEC-5, SALT LAKE, KOLKATA as a CAD DESIGNER. I thank to NSIC that they have provided me adequate theoretical & practical knowledge during training session.

After successful completion of training I am servicing in REGAL CAT SERVICE CENTER, SEC-5, SALT LAKE, KOLKATA as a CAD DESIGNER and am earning Rs. 20000/- per month.

I am satisfied that due to my training in NSIC I am now an independent and established person and also I am happy to support my family financially.
**NAME OF THE UNIT** | COSTIN SILKA, S.N. ENTERPRISE, BIRBHUM
---|---
**NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR** | BAPAN BIBAR
**CATEGORY** | GENERAL
**SEX** | MALE
**INDUSTRY SECTOR** | SERVICE
**NATURE OF BUSINESS** | SERVICE
**MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS** | PASCHIM CHILKA, PANSKURA, DIST-MEDINIPUR,
STATE- WEST BENGAL
**CONTACT ADDRESS** | 9564051757/ 8001939028
**CONTACT NO.** | 9564051757/ 8001939028
**TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC** | TRAINING
**HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC** | TRAINING

**WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:**

I am very grateful for The National Small Industries Corporation- Technical services centre, Howrah. After association with this organisation I am able to create self-identity as a successful entrepreneur.

When I came to know that NSIC is providing the training through awareness campaign, I took admission in my trade and successfully completed my training. Now I am servicing in COSTIN SILKA, S.N. ENTERPRISE, BIRBHUM. I thank to NSIC that they have provided me adequate theoretical & practical knowledge during training session.

After successful completion of training I am servicing in COSTIN SILKA, S.N. ENTERPRISE, BIRBHUM and am earning Rs. 5000/- per month.

I am satisfied that due to my training in NSIC I am now an independent and established person and also I am happy to support my family financially.
**WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:**

The National Small Scale Industries Limited is a platform for the small and emerging Entrepreneurs and I can proudly say that I become a member of NSIC from 2015. It provides a big platform for the small and emerging entrepreneurs for their exposure and to explore a market for their product after establishing of their own unit. I can personally say that NSIC has helped me a lot to grow in time.

The National Small Industries Corporation Limited is a Government of India Organization working for the growth and development of MSME’s of India Growth through its various development schemes. Among all schemes as I know Technical Training is the best Scheme for the job seekers Like me.

After successful completion of training programme on Welder trade in the year 2011, I successfully recruited in Indian Railway services and am earning Rs. 8000/- per month from there.

Thanks to NSIC for their kind support in establishing my unit and providing me a platform for learning.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME OF THE UNIT</th>
<th>POPCORN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR</td>
<td>MOUSRABANTI DAS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>GENERAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEX</td>
<td>FEMALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDUSTRY SECTOR</td>
<td>MANUFACTURING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATURE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>FOODING AND PACKAGING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>POP CORN MANUFACTURER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT ADDRESS</td>
<td>WADIPUR, DIST-HOWRAH WEST BENGAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT NO.</td>
<td>7890920060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC</td>
<td>TRAINING</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:**

I am very grateful for The National Small Industries Corporation- Technical services centre, Howrah. After association with this organisation I am able to create self-identity as a successful entrepreneur.

When I came to know that NSIC is providing the training through awareness campaign, I took admission in food processing course and successfully completed my training. Now I am working along with my friend for making popcorn. I thank to NSIC that they have provided me adequate theoretical & practical knowledge during training session.

I am satisfied that due to my training in NSIC I am now an independent and established person and also I am happy to support my family financially.
NAME OF THE UNIT | SOYA MILK MANUFACTURER
---|---
NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR | AMIT DHANDHANIA
CATEGORY | GENERAL
SEX | MALE
INDUSTRY SECTOR | MANUFACTURING
NATURE OF BUSINESS | FOODING AND PACKAGING
MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS | SOYA MILK MANUFACTURING
CONTACT ADDRESS | 4, SUKHLAL JAHURI LANE
| KOLKATA-700007 STATE- WEST BENGAL
CONTACT NO. | 9830589144
TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC
HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC | TRAINING

**WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:**

I am a passed out trainees of The national Small Industries Corporation- Technical service centre, Howrah. This is a dynamic organization who can select, trained some interested entrepreneur and groom them such way that they can be able to established their own industrial unit.

When I came to know that NSIC is providing the training through awareness campaign, I took admission in food processing course and successfully completed my training. Now I am working for self-business of manufacturing soya milk and its products. I thank to NSIC that they have provided me adequate theoretical & practical knowledge during training session. After successful completion of training programme on food processing in the year 2014, I am working with eight workers for manufacturing soya milk and its products and to do the marketing of the product and am earning Rs. 16000/approx. per month from there.

I am satisfied that due to my training in NSIC I am now an independent and established person and also I am happy to support my family financially.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I am very grateful for The National Small Industries Corporation- Technical services centre, Howrah. After association with this organisation I am able to create self-identity as a successful entrepreneur.

When I came to know that NSIC is providing the training through awareness campaign, I took admission in food processing course and successfully completed my training. Now I am working along with my friend for making popcorn. I thank to NSIC that they have provided me adequate theoretical & practical knowledge during training session. After successful completion of training programme on food processing in the year 2014, I am working with some of my friends for manufacturing popcorn and to do the marketing of the product and am earning Rs. 4000/approx. per month from there.

I am satisfied that due to my training in NSIC I am now an independent and established person and also I am happy to support my family financially.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME OF THE UNIT</th>
<th>POPCORN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR</td>
<td>CHANDAN ADAK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>GENERAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEX</td>
<td>MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDUSTRY SECTOR</td>
<td>MANUFACTURING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATURE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>FOODING AND PACKAGING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>POP CORN MANUFACTURER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT ADDRESS</td>
<td>KESHABPUR, DIST-HOWRAH WEST BENGAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT NO.</td>
<td>8961774380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC</td>
<td>TRAINING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC</td>
<td>TRAINING</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:**

I am very grateful for The National Small Industries Corporation- Technical services centre, Howrah. After association with this organisation I am able to create self-identity as a successful entrepreneur.

When I came to know that NSIC is providing the training through awareness campaign, I took admission in food processing course and successfully completed my training. Now I am working along with my friend for making popcorn. I thank to NSIC that they have provided me adequate theoretical & practical knowledge during training session.

I am satisfied that due to my training in NSIC I am now an independent and established person and also I am happy to support my family financially.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME OF THE UNIT</th>
<th>NOODLES MANUFACTURER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR</td>
<td>MOUSUMI SAMANTA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>GENERAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEX</td>
<td>FEMALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDUSTRY SECTOR</td>
<td>MANUFACTURING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATURE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>FOODING AND PACKAGING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>NOODLES MANUFACTURER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT ADDRESS</td>
<td>BALITIKURI SETHPARA, DIST-HOWRAH WEST BENGAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT NO.</td>
<td>8017055244</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:**

I am very grateful for The National Small Industries Corporation- Technical services centre, Howrah. After association with this organisation I am able to create self-identity as a successful entrepreneur.

When I came to know that NSIC is providing the training through awareness campaign, I took admission in food processing course and successfully completed my training. Now I am working along with my husband and my daughter and some other neighbours for making noodles. I thank to NSIC that they have provided me adequate theoretical & practical knowledge during training session. After successful completion of training programme on food processing in the year 2014, I am working with some of my friends for manufacturing noodles and am earning Rs. 7500/approx. per month from there.

I am satisfied that due to my training in NSIC I am now an independent and established person and also I am happy to support my family financially.
NAME OF THE UNIT: NOODLES MANUFACTURER

NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR: TAMASA SAMANTA
CATEGORY: GENERAL
SEX: FEMALE
INDUSTRY SECTOR: MANUFACTURING
NATURE OF BUSINESS: FOODING AND PACKAGING
MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS: NOODLES MANUFACTURER
CONTACT ADDRESS: BALITIKURI SETHPARA, DIST-HOWRAH, WEST BENGAL
CONTACT NO.: 8017055244
TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC: TRAINING
HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC: TRAINING

WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I am very grateful for The National Small Industries Corporation- Technical services centre, Howrah. After association with this organisation I am able to create self-identity as a successful entrepreneur.

When I came to know that NSIC is providing the training through awareness campaign, I took admission in food processing course and successfully completed my training. Now I am working along with my family and some other neighbours for making noodles. I thank to NSIC that they have provided me adequate theoretical & practical knowledge during training session. After successful completion of training programme on food processing in the year 2014, I am working along with my studies for manufacturing noodles and providing some helping hand for my family business and do a little marketing of the product also with my father.

I am satisfied that due to my training in NSIC and I am happy to support my family by some handy help and also financially in some extent.
NAME OF THE UNIT: TATA STEEL

NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR: NIRAJ KISHORE TIRKEY
CATEGORY: GENERAL
SEX: MALE
INDUSTRY SECTOR: SERVICE
NATURE OF BUSINESS: JOB
MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS: PRODUCTION
CONTACT ADDRESS: JOLADHAR, SANKRAIL, HOWRAH
CONTACT NO.: 9007126442

TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC: TRAINING
HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC: ADVERTISEMENT & CAMPAIGN

WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I am fully satisfied with the kind of guidance and support provided to me by NSIC-TSC, HOWRAH. It helped me a lot in improving my skills and knowledge. NSIC-TSC, HOWRAH is a wonderful place to learn and grow under various experienced faculties providing practical and theatrical knowledge.

The National Small Scale Industries Limited is a platform for the small and emerging Entrepreneurs and I can proudly say that I become a member of NSIC from 2011. It provides a big platform for the small and emerging entrepreneurs for their exposure and to explore a market for their product after establishing of their own unit. I can personally say that NSIC has helped me a lot to grow in time.

I successfully completed the course in 2013 in turner trade. After completion of course I got the apprentice ship training job in M/s TATA STEEL Ltd, Jamshedpur of monthly payment Rs. 10000/-. Today I feel proud that I am a part of passed out trainee from NSIC – TSC, Howrah.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

National small industries corporation limited is an organization who is a training provider to the unemployed youth. This organization is authorized by the govt. of India, New Delhi as a nodal agency for providing industrial training in welding, fitter, surveyor, turner, draftsman-mechanical, machinist & electrician along with software and hardware courses like basics of computer, networking, CNC programming, etc and vocational training for engineering students. The main intention for providing training is to generation of employment like self employment and wage

I am a passed out trainee from NSIC-TSC, Howrah belongs to 2010-12 Batch from DMM trade. After completion of training i placed in M/s DCPL at monthly remuneration Rs. 6000/-. I feel proud and would like to thanks NSIC-TSC, Howrah for providing such platform.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I am a passed out trainees from The National Small Scale Industries corporation- Technical service Centre, Howrah, A Gov. Of India Enterprise under the ministry of MSME, New Delhi. This is organisation repute in working for growth & development of micro and small industries in India & abroad.

I have joined NSIC in 2009 in Turner trade after seeing the advertisement in newspaper. Initially I had applied for fitter trade but due to unavailability of seat in fitter i had joined turner after getting the suggestion by NSIC staff.

I am happy that I am earning Rs.12000/- in a month. I joined M/s Eastern Equipment Enterprises after successful completion of NCVT approved turner trade from NSIC-TSC, Howrah. I would like to thanks to NSIC-TSC , Howrah for providing me such platform.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

The National Small Scale Industries Corporation is a Public Sector Enterprise, Government of India, providing the support to SME’s technically as well as financially by different scheme and training. Qualified trainees from NSIC serving SME’s and participating in growth of country.

I feel proud to tell every person that I belong to Nation Small Scale Industries Corporation – Technical Service centre, Howrah from Fitter trade (NCVT approved). I seen the advertisement in newspaper published in Anand Bazaar patrika that NSIC (A Government of India Enterprise) providing training with 100% placement assistant. After discussion with NSIC staff over phone I joined NSIC-TSC, Howrah.

I feel proud that I am a part of Fitter (NCVT Approved) trainee batch. I would like to thanks to NSIC-TSC, Howrah for providing me quality education and placement assistant after successful completion of course.
NAME OF THE UNIT: USHA INDUSTRIES

NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR: BISWAJIT MONDAL
CATEGORY: GENERAL
SEX: MALE
INDUSTRY SECTOR: MANUFACTURING
NATURE OF BUSINESS: JOB
MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS: PRODUCTION
CONTACT ADDRESS: EKSARA, HOWRAH-711114
CONTACT NO.: 9874928253
TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC: TRAINING
HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC: ADVERTISEMENT & CAMPAIGN

WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

There are several Pride factors that I feel proud for my association with NSIC:

1. NSIC is a unique organisation who is delivering the quality teaching in technical field like welder, fitter, surveyor, and electrician.
2. I also appreciate the dedication towards time management during classroom teaching.
3. I proud to feel that I am product of NSIC where giving emphasis on trade practice.

I am a passed out trainees from The National Small Scale Industries corporation- Technical service Centre, Howrah, A Gov. of India Enterprise under the ministry of MSME, New Delhi. This is organisation repute in working for growth & development of micro and small industries in India.

I passed out from National Small Scale Industries Corporation- Technical Service Centre, Howrah in 2011 in Welder Trade. This Trade is approved by NCVT, New Delhi. I applied other institution for this course also but we did not get set there, When I seen the advertisement that opening in NCVT approved course in Government of India under taking institution called National Small Scale Industries corporation- Technical Service Centre, Howrah. Immediately I filled the form and attended the counselling in that I got the seat in welder tread.

I was happy and feel proud that I am a part of NSIC-TSC, Howrah passed out batch 2010-2011. After successful completion of training I placed in M/s Usha Industries, Majirhat at monthly salary Rs. 6500/- . By this money I am helping to my family.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME OF THE UNIT</th>
<th>ORDINANCE FACTORY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR</td>
<td>SAMIRAN SANTRA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>GENERAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEX</td>
<td>MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDUSTRY SECTOR</td>
<td>MANUFACTURING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATURE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>JOB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>PRODUCTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT ADDRESS</td>
<td>SANKRAIL, HOWRAH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT NO.</td>
<td>9748460418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC</td>
<td>TRAINING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC</td>
<td>ADVERTISEMENT &amp; CAMPAIGN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC**

National small industries corporation limited, is an organization who is a training provider to the unemployed youth. This organization is authorized by the govt. of India, new delhi as a nodal agency for providing industrial training in elding, fitter, surveyor, turner, draftmen-mechanical, machinist & electrician along with software and hardware courses like basics of computer, networking, cnc programming, etc and vocational training for engineering students. The main intention for providing training is to generation of employment like self-employment and wage employment so that it helps in the burning problem of today.

I got the apprentice ship after completion of course in Ordinance Factory and got the chance to serve to country. Now I am Happy and feel proud in association with NSIC-TSC, Howrah.

Some of our friend asking from where you completed the course that time I feel proud to tell that I have completed the course from NSIC-TSC, Howrah and I am suggesting to our friend to join NSIC if Instrested.

I would like to thank to NSIC-TSC, Howrah for providing me platform to earn Rs. 2400/- in a month & giving chance to serve the country.
NAME OF THE UNIT: BAIDYA ENGINEERS

NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR: AMIT BERA
CATEGORY: GENERAL
SEX: MALE
INDUSTRY SECTOR: MANUFACTURING
NATURE OF BUSINESS: JOB
MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS: PRODUCTION
CONTACT ADDRESS: PURBA MEDINIPORE, PANSKURA
CONTACT NO.: 8972488356
TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC: TRAINING
HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC: ADVERTISEMENT & CAMPAIGN

WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I belong to baidiwaar which belongs to far flung area and When I was thinking about my decision about association with NSIC-TSC, Howrah them I am realising that my decision was correct and this is only due to provided support by NSIC-TSC, Howrah.

The National Small Industries Corporation- Technical Service Centre, Howrah is running NCVT approved course like Welder, Fitter, Surveyor, and Machinist etc. Technical Service Centre, Howrah is also providing training for skill development & Entrepreneurship development along with short term course like CNC programming, RAC, Vocational Training for Engineering Students etc.

At the time of admission NSIC staff has suggested to take admission in DMM which was vacant at the time of admission and he was also promised that he will provide me placement assistant after completion of training.

I would like to thanks to NSIC-TSC, Howrah for providing me such platform. Really that happen under the guidance of NSIC-TSC, Howrah, I am working in BAIDYA ENGINEERS And earning Rs. 12000/- in month.

I feel proud for association with NSIC-TSC, Howrah. I belong to 2010-2012 passed out batch.
NAME OF THE UNIT: GOVT. RAILWAY WORKSHOP

NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR: RAKESH PAUL
CATEGORY: GENERAL
SEX: MALE
INDUSTRY SECTOR: MANUFACTURING
NATURE OF BUSINESS: JOB
MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS: PRODUCTION
CONTACT ADDRESS: JANGIPARA, HOOGHLY

CONTACT NO.: 9732661339
TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC: TRAINING
HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC: ADVERTISEMENT & CAMPAIGN

**WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:**

I feel proud to say that I am Passed out trainee of the National Small Industries Corporation-Technical Service Centre, Howrah. I feel that NSIC has a great contribution in building up my carrier as a success technical person in the trade of Welder.

I am Lucky that NSIC Selected me for one year NCVT approved training at Technical Service Center, Howrah, Balitkuri. The Course was taught as per approved NCVT syllabus. Apart from the Syllabus NSIC taught me about Entrepreneur ship development, this helped me during taking the job in competitive market.

After successful completion of course I applied for internship training in Indian Railway through NSIC. Currently I am earning Rs.6000/- in a month.

I feel proud in association with NSIC.
NAME OF THE UNIT | BENGAL LOGISTICS,KOLKATA
---|---
NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR | TANAY DHARA
CATEGORY | GENERAL
SEX | MALE
INDUSTRY SECTOR | SERVICE
NATURE OF BUSINESS | JOB
MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS | SERVICE
CONTACT ADDRESS | JANGIPARA,HOOGHLY
CONTACT NO. | 9674319337
TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC | TRAINING
HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC | ADVERTISEMENT & CAMPAIGN

WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

National small industries corporation limited, is an organization who is a training provider to the unemployed youth. This organization is authorized by the govt. of India, New Delhi as a nodal agency for providing industrial training in welding, fitter, surveyor, turner, draftmen-mechanical, machinist & electrician along with software and hardware courses like basics of computer, networking, cnc programming, etc and vocational training for engineering students. The main intention for providing training is to generation of employment like self-employment and wage employment so that it helps in the burning problem of today.

After completion of 10th, I was searching the course by which I can get the job immediately after completion of course. When I saw advertisement in newspaper NSIC-TSC, Howrah providing the job oriented course with 100% placement assistance. I contacted NSIC staff immediately over phone and found that seat in fitter vacant. Immediately I taken admission in fitter trade.

I feel proud that I am a passed out trainee from NSIC-TSC, Howrah. Currently I am working with Bengal logistic. As a supervisor with monthly salary Rs 8000/-.  

I feel proud to day that I am a part of NSIC passed out batch and also I thank to NSIC for providing such platform so that I am earning and helping to my family.
NAME OF THE UNIT: SKIPPER LTD.

NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR: SK SHAHID ALI
CATEGORY: GENERAL
SEX: MALE
INDUSTRY SECTOR: SERVICE
NATURE OF BUSINESS: JOB
MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS: SERVICE
CONTACT ADDRESS: CHAMRAIL, HOWRAH

CONTACT NO.: 9635900315

TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC: TRAINING
HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC: ADVERTISEMENT & CAMPAIGN

WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

The National Small Industries Corporation working for the growth & development for Micro and Small industries. NSIC is also providing the platform for SME’s to expose themselves as an emerging out business. It is also supporting to increase the confident level. NSIC is also providing the Quality Training on welding, fitter, surveyor, turner, Draftman-mechanical, machinist & electrician along with software and hardware courses like basics of computer, networking, CNC programming, etc. and vocational training for engineering students. The main intention for providing training is to generation of employment like self-employment and wage employment so that it helps in the burning problem of today.

I feel proud to say that I am a passed out trainee from NSIC in Welder (NCVT approved) and belongs to 2011-2012 batch. I thanks to NSIC for providing me platform to earn Rs.12500/- in a month.

I would like to Thanks NSIC-TSC, Howrah Staff for providing me support and guidance during Training at centre and for support in placement.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I am a passed out trainees from The National Small Scale Industries corporation- Technical service Centre, Howrah, A Gov. of India Enterprise under the ministry of MSME, New Delhi. This is organisation repute in working for growth & development of micro and small industries in India & abroad.

I have joined NSIC in 2010 in fitter trade after seeing the advertisement in newspaper. Initially I had applied for fitter trade but due to unavailability of seat in fitter i had joined turner after getting the suggestion by NSIC staff.

I am happy that I am earning Rs.8600/- in a month. I joined M/s Eastern Equipment Enterprises after successful completion of NCVT approved turner trade from NSIC-TSC, Howrah. I would like to thanks to NSIC-TSC, Howrah for providing me such platform.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

National small industries corporation limited, is an organization who is a training provider to the unemployed youth. This organization is authorized by the govt. of India, new delhi as a nodal agency for providing industrial training in Welding, fitter, surveyor, turner, draftmen-mechanical, machinist & electrician along with software and hardware courses like basics of computer, networking, CPC programming, etc and vocational training for engineering students. The main intention for providing training is to generation of employment like self-employment and wage employment so that it helps in the burning problem of today.

The pride factors are:

1. Quality of training.
2. Discipline of institution.
3. Teaching technique.

I would like to thanks NSIC for providing me platform from where I am earning Rs.3000/- as a stipend in L&T. After selection I was put into Kona hiway project where I am learning new things and also I am enhancing my technical knowledge.

I feel proud that I am passed trainee from NSIC –TSC, howrah from 2012-2014 batch in electrician. I got such platform from where I lift my carrier. I thanks to NSIC for providing me such platform.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I am a passed out trainee from NSIC Electrician batch. National Small Industries Corporation is the place where simple person coming as a successful entrepreneur after successful completion of training. I feel proud association that I am the part of the team who serving the country.

I had selected by NSIC in 2014 for electrician batch. During training period I learn about theory and practical. NSIC is the place where faculty is giving the more stress on practical session.

After successful completion of course I was selected by L&T for kona hiway projects. I am happy that today I am earning Rs.3000/- in a month as an stipend.
NAME OF THE UNIT | DEYS TECHNICO PVT. PLT.

NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR | GOVIND YADAV
CATEGORY | OBC
SEX | MALE
INDUSTRY SECTOR | SERVICE
NATURE OF BUSINESS | JOB
MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS | SERVICE
CONTACT ADDRESS | 21, ALINDRA MUKHERJEE LANE
CONTACT NO. | 9903174489
CONTACT ADDRESS | SHIBPUR, HOWRAH-2
CONTACT NO. | TRAINING
TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC | ADVERTISEMENT

WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

National small industries corporation limited is an organization who is a training provider to the unemployed youth. This organization is authorized by the govt. of India, New Delhi as a nodal agency for providing industrial training in welding, fitter, surveyor, turner, draftsman-mechanical, machinist & electrician along with software and hardware courses like basics of computer, networking, CNC programming, etc and vocational training for engineering students. The main intention for providing training is to generation of employment like self employment and wage employment so that it helps in the burning problem of today. I joined NSIC-TSC, Howrah in welder trade NCVT approved training course after seeing the advertisement in news paper in 2013.

I got the job after completion of course in Des technico pvt. Ltd. and got the chance to serve to country. Now I am Happy and feel proud in association with NSIC-TSC, Howrah.

Some of our friend asking from where you completed the course that time I feel proud to tell that I have completed the course from NSIC-TSC, Howrah and I am suggesting to our friend to join NSIC if Instrested.

I would like to thank to NSIC-TSC, Howrah for providing me platform to earn Rs. 4500/- in a month & giving chance to serve the country.
I was interested to do the NCVT approved training in fitter so that after completion of training I can apply in Indian Railway for the job. When I saw the advertisement in news paper I contacted NSIC-TSC , Howrah centre for admission related query.

I was happiest person when I was selected by NSIC during counselling in NCVT approved course for 2–year duration. Since my goal was clear so after completion of course I directly applied in Indian railway for apprenticeship and I was selected.

Selection was made only due to NSIC who has provided me platform where I learn and grown to face the competition. Currently I am earning Rs. 4500/- in a month as a stipend and also I become a part of government servant.

I feel proud when such incident rounding in my mind and thanks to NSIC-TSC , Howrah for providing platform.
I am a passed out trainee from The National Small Scale Industries Corporation- Technical service centre, Howrah, A Gov. of India Enterprise under the ministry of MSME, New Delhi. This is organisation repute in working for growth & development of micro and small industries in India. This is the organization who is working towards reduction of unemployment in India.

There are several Pride factors that I feel proud for my association with NSIC:

1. NSIC is a unique organisation who is delivering the quality teaching in technical field like welder, fitter, surveyor, and electrician.
2. I also appreciate the dedication towards time management during classroom teaching.

I was selected by NSIC-TSC, Howrah in 2010 for Machinist trade. After completion of course of course I got job offer in Des technico pvt. Ltd. During job fair organised by NSIC at Howrah campus.

I feel proud that after completion of course NSIC provided placement of Rs. 4500/- per month and thanks to NSIC for giving me opportunity to attend job fair for getting the job.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

National small industries corporation limited, is an organization who is a training provider to the unemployed youth. This organization is authorized by the govt. of India, new delhi as a nodal agency for providing industrial training in Welding, fitter, surveyor, turner, draftmen-mechanical, machinist & electrician along with software and hardware courses like basics of computer, networking, CPC programming, etc and vocational training for engineering students. The main intention for providing training is to generation of employment like self-employment and wage employment so that it helps in the burning problem of today.

The pride factors are:

1. Quality of training.
2. Discipline of institution.
3. Teaching technique.

I would like to thanks NSIC for providing me platform from where I am earning Rs.3000/- as a stipend in L&T. After selection I was put into Kona hiway project where I am learning new things and also I am enhancing my technical knowledge.

I feel proud that I am passed trainee from NSIC – TSC , howrah from 2012-2014 batch in electrician. I got such platform from where I lift my carrier. I thanks to NSIC for providing me such platform.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

The National Small Scale Industries Corporation is a Public Sector Enterprise, Government of India, providing the support to SME’s technically as well as financially by different scheme and training. Qualified trainees from NSIC serving SME’s and participating in growth of country.

I feel proud to tell every person that I belong to The Nation Small Scale Industries Corporation – Technical Service centre, howdah from 2010-2011 batch passed out trainee in welder.

After passing out from NSIC-TSC, Howrah. I sit in campus interview organised by NSIC itself and selected by Kiswak Industries at monthly payment Rs. 5000/- per month.

I thanks to NSIC for providing me platform where successfully completed the training and also got the job through NSIC-TSC, Howrah.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME OF THE UNIT</th>
<th>MS TURNING PVT. LTD.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR</td>
<td>KUMAR SAURAV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>GENERAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEX</td>
<td>MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDUSTRY SECTOR</td>
<td>MANUFACTURING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATURE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>JOB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>SERVICE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT ADDRESS</td>
<td>MAJHAUL, BEGUSARAI, BIHAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT NO.</td>
<td>9709989061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC</td>
<td>TRAINING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC</td>
<td>ADVERTISEMENT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC :**

The National Small Industries Corporation Limited is a Government of India Organization working for the growth and development of MSME’s of India Growth through its various development schemes. Among all schemes as I know Training is the best Scheme for the new Entrepreneurs.

I Selected by National Small Industries corporation – Technical Service centre, Howrah in 2009 for fitter trade. I was a lucky person so that I was selected by NSIC. This trade is affiliated by NCVT, New Delhi, after completion of this course successfully passed out candidates are eligible for private sector job and also government sector job.

As I know this trade is high demand in industry, this is the reason for selection of the course. I feel proud in association with NSIC, factors are:

1. Most Demanded trade offered by NSIC-TSC, Howrah.
2. Discipline of the institution
3. Good Teaching technique.
4. Support during training & after completion of training.

I thanks to NSIC-TSC, Howrah for providing me training. I am working in M/s Turning private Ltd. At monthly salary Rs. 12000/- only due to NSIC who has provided me platform from where I learn and got the job.
NAME OF THE UNIT

NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR

DEEPAK SAHU

CATEGORY

SC

SEX

MALE

INDUSTRY SECTOR

MANUFACTURING

NATURE OF BUSINESS

JOB

MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS

SERVICE

CONTACT ADDRESS

1142/1, DEWANMARO, NUTAN PALLY, HIMPURA, PURBA MEDNIPORE

CONTACT NO.

9002150063

TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC

TRAINING

HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC

ADVERTISEMENT

WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I proudly can say that I am a successful product of NSIC. I am a resident of purba mednipur district, West Bengal. My area is belong to Rural area. At the time of association with NSIC during 2009 I don’t had idea about training trade, market demand of trade.

I saw the advertisement in newspaper regarding admission in NCVT approved courses at NSIC-TSC balitikuri campus. Since My matric marks was less so that I could not get the chance in fitter trade. After telecom with NSIC staff I taken the admission in machinist trade.

After successful completion of training from NSIC, I got apprentice ship in siemens for there khargpur unit at monthly stipend Rs.3000/-. 

I feel proud to say that I am a passed out student from NSIC-TSC, Howrah who has provided me platform to earn and help my family.
NAME OF THE UNIT: M/s HONDA FOUR WHEELER.

NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR: SHANKAR KUMAR
CATEGORY: GENERAL
SEX: MALE
INDUSTRY SECTOR: SERVICE
NATURE OF BUSINESS: JOB
MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS: SERVICE
CONTACT ADDRESS: VILL-TIRA, P.O- DHAVALBIGHA, PS-HULASGANJ, JAHANABAD, BIHAR
9430033629

WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I am a passed out trainee from The National Small Scale Industries Corporation- Technical service centre, Howrah, A Gov. of India Enterprise under the ministry of MSME, New Delhi. This is organisation repute in working for growth & development of micro and small industries in India. This is the organization who is working towards reduction of unemployment in India.

I am associated with NSIC from 2009 as a trainee in welder trade. During session I learnt theory and practical. NSIC is giving more emphasis on practical part. Since This course is approved by NCVT, New Delhi so all faculty taught us as per syllabus, some faculty taught beyond the syllabus also.

After successful completion of training I offer job in M/s Honda Four Wheeler as an operator. I feel proud that I am a part of passed out student from NSIC and thanks for providing me platform to earn Rs. 13500/- per month.
NAME OF THE UNIT  
INDIAN RAILWAY, GORAKHPUR.

NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR  
PRAVEEN CHANDRA

CATEGORY  
GENERAL

SEX  
MALE

INDUSTRY SECTOR  
SERVICE

NATURE OF BUSINESS  
JOB

MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS  
SERVICE

CONTACT ADDRESS  
MOHALLA, JUNGLE TULSIRAM , GORAKHPUR , UP

CONTACT NO.  
9451569849

TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC  
TRAINING

HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC  
ADVERTISEMENT

WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC :

There are several Pride factor that I feel proud for my association with NSIC-TSC, Howrah:

- NSIC is a unique organisation who is delivering the quality teaching in technical field like welder, fitter, surveyor, Electrician.
- I also appreciate the dedication towards time management during classroom teaching.
- I proud to feel that I am successfully trained from NSIC.

I proudly say that I am a part of NSIC-TSC, Howrah who is producing the future entrepreneurs and technicians for our country.

I was happiest person when I was selected by NSIC during counselling in NCVT approved course for 2-year duration. Since my goal was clear so after completion of course I directly applied in Indian railway for apprenticeship and I was selected.

Selection was made only due to NSIC who has provided me platform where I learn and grown to face the competition. Currently I am earning Rs. 3500/- in a month as a stipend and also I become a part of government servent.

I feel proud when such incident rounding in my mind and thanks to NSIC-TSC , Howrah for providing platform.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

The National Small Scale Industries Corporation is a Public Sector Enterprise, Government of India, providing the support to SME’s technically as well as financially by different scheme and training. Qualified trainees from NSIC serving SME’s and participating in growth of country.

I feel proud to tell every person that I belong to Nation Small Scale Industries Corporation – Technical Service centre, Howrah from Fitter trade (NCVT approved). I seen the advertisement in newspaper published in Anand Bazaar patrika that NSIC ( A Government of India Enterprise ) providing training with 100% placement assistant. After discussion with NSIC staff over phone I joined NSIC-TSC, Howrah.

I feel proud that I am a part of Fitter (NCVT Approved) trainee batch. I would like to thanks to NSIC-TSC, Howrah for providing me quality education and placement assistant after successful completion of course.
**WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:**

I joined NSIC-TSC, Howrah in welder trade NCVT approved training course after seeing the advertisement in newspaper in 2009.

National small industries corporation limited is an organization who is a training provider to the unemployed youth. This organization is authorized by the govt. of India, New Delhi as a nodal agency for providing industrial training in welding, fitter, surveyor, turner, draftsman-mechanical, machinist & electrician along with software and hardware courses like basics of computer, networking, CNC programming, etc. and vocational training for engineering students. The main intention for providing training is to generation of employment like self-employment and wage employment so that it helps in the burning problem of today.

I would like to thank to NSIC-TSC, Howrah for providing me platform to earn Rs. 15000/- in a month & giving chance to serve the country as a government servant.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME OF THE UNIT</th>
<th>M/S BRG GROUP COMPANY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR</th>
<th>SUJAN DEY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>OBC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEX</td>
<td>MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDUSTRY SECTOR</td>
<td>MANUFACTURING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATURE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>JOB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>SERVICE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT ADDRESS</td>
<td>VIVEKANANDA PALI, KHAHAGPUR, WEST MEDNIPUR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT NO.</td>
<td>9434624515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC</td>
<td>TRAINING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC</td>
<td>ADVERTISEMENT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC :**

I joined NSIC-TSC, Howrah in 2009-2011 in welder trade, which is approved by NCVT, New Delhi. After completion the training passed out may apply government sector, private sector or may do own business by setting up small industries.

I am a passed out trainee from The National Small Scale Industries Corporation- Technical Service centre, Howrah. There are many pride factors that I feel proud association with NSIC:

1. Discipline of the Institution.
2. Co-operation of NSIC staff & faculties.
3. Well analytical approach of teaching.
4. Support after completion of training.

I had joined NSIC-TSC, Howrah after seeing the advertisement in newspaper. After joining we have learn technical as well as entrepreneurship skill. The most important thing is that we got the confident after completion of course.

After completion of course I selected by BRG group company at monthly salary Rs.4000/- . I feel proud to say that I am a passed out student of NSIC-TSC, Howrah.
NAME OF THE UNIT
M/s MARATHON ELECTRICAL MOTOR

NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR
RAMASHANKAR DAS

CATEGORY
SC

SEX
MALE

INDUSTRY SECTOR
MANUFACTURING

NATURE OF BUSINESS
JOB

MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS
MANUFACTURING

CONTACT ADDRESS
BAMUNIA, KAJLI,
PURBAMEDNIPUR

CONTACT NO.
9735662031

TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC
TRAINING

HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC
ADVERTISEMENT

WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

From child hood I was interested to become an electrician. This had happen only due to National small industries corporation limited which is an organization who is a training provider to the unemployed youth. This organization is authorized by the govt. of India, New Delhi as a nodal agency for providing industrial training in welding, fitter, surveyor, turner, draftsman-mechanical, machinist & electrician along with software and hardware courses like basics of computer, networking, CNC programming, etc. And vocational training for engineering students. The main intention for providing training is to generation of employment like self-employment and wage employment so that it helps in the burning problem of today.

I had taken admission in NSIC after advertisement seen in newspaper. I became a part of NSIC in 2009. I successfully completed training in Electrician trade in 2011. This a NCVT approved training. After completion I got job offered by M/s marathon electrical motors, Kolkata at monthly salary Rs. 5500/-. 

I feel proud that am a part of NSIC-TSC, Howrah.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I feel proud to say that I am passed out trainee of the National Small Industries Corporation-Technical Service Centre, Howrah I feel that NSIC has a great contribution in building up my carrier as a success technical person in the trade of fitter.

I am Lucky that NSIC Selected me for two year NCVT approved training at Technical Service Centre, Howrah, Balitikuri. The Course was taught as per approved NCVT syllabus. Apart from the Syllabus NSIC taught me about Entrepreneur ship development, this helped me during taking the job in competitive market.

After successful completion of course I applied for the post of fitter trainee at Mumbai Shipyard and selected after written examination and interview.

I feel proud in association with NSIC for providing me platform to earn Rs. 10000/- per month.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I belong to rural area of district purbamednipur where nobody knowing that about technical training. During campaign organised by National Small Industries Corporation, Government of India under taking I came to know that NSIC is giving NCVT approved training. After completion of training, can apply for government job as well as private job.

I consulted NSIC staff and knew that new session is going to start in next month. After query regarding the fee & syllabus and after completion of training what type of assistant to be provided by NSIC. I associated with NSIC for session 2009-2011.

After successful completion of training I got job offer from M/s Sajsood products pvt. Ltd as fitter in maintenance department of salary Rs. 4000/- per month.

I feel proud that am associated with NSIC and would like to thanks for providing me platform to earn and help my family.
NAME OF THE UNIT: M/s RAMKO CEMENT.

NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR: KARTHICK BERA
CATEGORY: GENERAL
SEX: MALE
INDUSTRY SECTOR: MANUFACTURING
NATURE OF BUSINESS: JOB
MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS: CEMENT
CONTACT ADDRESS: AMALHANDA, DIST-PURBAMEDNIPUR, KOLAGHAT
CONTACT NO.: 9474507264

CONTACT NO.: TRAINING
TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC: NSIC
HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC: ADVERTISEMENT

WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I am a successful trainee from The National Small Scale Industries Corporation- Technical service centre, Howrah, A Gov. of India Enterprise under the ministry of MSME, New Delhi. This is an organisation reputed in working for growth & development of micro and small industries in India. This is the organisation who is working towards reduction of employability in India.

There are several Pride factor that I feel proud for my association with NSIC:

- NSIC is a unique organisation who is delivering the quality teaching in technical field like welder, fitter, surveyor, Electrician.
- I also appreciate the dedication towards time management during classroom teaching.
- I proudly feel that I am successfully trained from NSIC.

I completed by training in NCVT approved welder trade in 2013. I would like to thanks all NSIC staff for given support during training and guidance for my successful carrier. I feel proud in association with NSIC for providing me platform to become a successful technical person.

I proudly say that I am a part of NSIC-TSC, Howrah who is producing the future entrepreneurs and technicians for our country.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I am a person belongs to nabarangapura village, west mednipur, I have completed training from National small industries corporation limited, an organization who is a training provider to the unemployed youth. This organization is authorized by the govt. of India, New Delhi as a nodal agency for providing industrial training in welding, fitter, surveyor, turner, draftsman-mechanical, machinist & electrician along with software and hardware courses like basics of computer, networking, CNC programming, etc. and vocational training for engineering students. The main intention for providing training is to generation of employment like self-employment and wage employment so that it helps in the burning problem of today.

I was selected by NSIC-TSC, Howrah in 2010 for Electrician trade. After completion of course of course I got job offer in Deys Technico Pvt. Ltd. During job fair organised by NSIC at Howrah campus.

I feel proud that after completion of course NSIC provided placement of Rs. 4500/- per month and thanks to NSIC for giving me opportunity to attend job fair for getting the job.
NAME OF THE UNIT: BIHAR POLICE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR</th>
<th>ARVIND KUMAR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>GENERAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEX</td>
<td>MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDUSTRY SECTOR</td>
<td>SERVICE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATURE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>JOB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>SERVICE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT ADDRESS</td>
<td>KATHANPURA, AJAYPUR NOORSARI, NALANDA, BIHAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT NO.</td>
<td>9955020023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC</td>
<td>TRAINING</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I belong to kathanpura, noorsarai, naland, bihar. I had joined National Small Industries Corporation (Government of India Undertaking), helping in growth of small & Medium Industries and also supporting to fulfill the technical manpower to small & medium industries. It is running under the ministry of MSME, New Delhi.

I passed out from NSIC-TSC, Howrah in 2011 in fitter trade. After completion of course I went to my home town and certainly opening came in bihar police. I had applied and selected as a constable in bihar police. Currently I am earning Rs.36000/- in month and helping to my family.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I am very grateful to The National Small Industries Corporation- Technical services centre, Howrah. After association with this organisation I am able to create self-identity as a successful technical person.

When I came to know that NSIC is providing the training on technical trade like welder, fitter, electrician, Machinist and short term training like CNC programming, MS Office through awareness campaign, I took admission in 2011 and successfully completed the training in CNC Programming.

After successful completion of training I got job offer from M/s Patton international Ltd. As CNC Operator & Programmer at monthly salary Rs. 7000/- . I thanks to NSIC-TSC , Howrah for providing me platform to earn and help my family.

I feel proud to say that I am a passed out trainee from NSIC-TSC, Howrah.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME OF THE UNIT</th>
<th>METCO COMPANY.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR</td>
<td>PRASANJIT DEY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>GENERAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEX</td>
<td>MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDUSTRY SECTOR</td>
<td>MANUFACTURING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATURE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>JOB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>SERVICE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT ADDRESS</td>
<td>KALIPADIPUR, PANSKURA PURBAMEDNIPUR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT NO.</td>
<td>9732691749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVALIED FROM NSIC</td>
<td>TRAINING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC</td>
<td>ADVERTISEMENT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:**

There are several factors feel proud that I am associated with Nation Small Industries Corporation, who is providing quality training and generating technical workforce for micro & small industries to support technically.

1. Quality of training.
2. Supporting to growth of the country in skill development.
3. Supporting Micro & Small industries as technically and financially.

I associated with NSIC in 2009 when I taken admission in NCVT approved training course called fitter. I thanks to NSIC that they have provided me quality training so that after completion of training I got the job offer by M/s Metco Company, as a technician of monthly salary Rs.8000/-. I am happy and to thanks NSIC – TSC, Howrah for providing me platform to serve the country. I feel proud that I associated with NSIC during training.
At the time of admission NSIC staff has suggested to take admission in fitter and he was also promised that he will provide me placement assistant after completion of training.

The National Small Industries Corporation- Technical Service Centre, Howrah is running NCVT approved course like Welder, Fitter, Surveyor, Machinist etc. Technical Service Centre, Howrah is also providing training for skill development & Entrepreneurship development along with short term course like CNC programming, RAC, Vocational Training for Engineering Students etc.

When I was thinking about my decision about association with NSIC-TSC, Howrah them I am realising that my decision was correct and this is only due to provided support by NSIC-TSC, Howrah.

At the time of admission I was asked for Fitter trade but due to unavailability of fitter trade NSIC staff has suggested to take admission in machinist and he was also promised that he will provide me placement assistant after completion of training.

I would like to thanks to NSIC-TSC, Howrah for providing me such platform. Really that happen under the guidance of NSIC-TSC, Howrah ,I am happy that after successful completion of course I got apprenticeship in Siemens Ltd..

I feel proud for association with NSIC-TSC, Howrah.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME OF THE UNIT</th>
<th>SKIPPER BANSAL.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR</td>
<td>DIBENDU MAITYKUITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>GENERAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEX</td>
<td>MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDUSTRY SECTOR</td>
<td>MANUFACTURING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATURE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>JOB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>SERVICE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT ADDRESS</td>
<td>PAIK PARI, BALLUK HAT PURBA MEDNIPUR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT NO.</td>
<td>Not Available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC</td>
<td>TRAINING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC</td>
<td>ADVERTISEMENT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:**

I feel proud in association with National Small Industries corporation- Technical Service Centre since they have made me a successful technician who participating in growth of country. This is an ideal nodal agency who is supporting to government of India in reduction of unemployability in India by supporting to Micro & Small scale industries technically & financially.

I feel proud that I belongs to such institution. I associated with National Small Industries corporation – Technical Service Centre, Howrah in 2010 when I taken admission in electrician trade.

After successful completion of training I placed in M/s Skipper Bansal for Ulberia plant as an electrician with monthly salary Rs. 8000/-.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I am a student who has successfully completed the training from The National Small Industries Corporation- Technical Service Centre, Howrah. The Technical Service Centre, Howrah is running NCVT approved course like Welder, Fitter, Surveyor, Machinist etc. Technical Service Centre, Howrah is also providing training for skill development & Entrepreneurship development along with short term course like CNC programming, RAC, Vocational Training for Engineering Students etc.

I belong to machinist, 2010-2012 batch. After successfully completion of training I placed in Hindustan files as a machinist of monthly salary Rs. 7500/-. I feel proud that I have learn lot during training.

Most important things are from NSIC is discipline, teaching technique and dedication towards practical work. I feel proud in association with NSIC that I am a passed out trainee from such imminent institution.
I was selected by NSIC – TSC, Howrah for 2009-11 batch in turner trade. During training programme, I felt that it was an extraordinary class by the faculty of NSIC, Howrah. It was my dream come true when leading cement manufacturing company M/s Lafarge Ltd. selected me for their manufacturing plant.

I am earning Rs. 6000/- through which I can raise mine as well as my family’s life standard am very fortunate to join NSIC at the right time of my career.

I feel proud that I am a part of National Small Scale Industries Corporation is a Public Sector Enterprise, Government of India, providing the support to SME’s technically as well as financially by different scheme and training. Qualified trainees from NSIC serving SME’s and participating in growth of country.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

After completion of 10th I was pre decided that I will work in Railway, but I don’t know how I will full fill my dream. I feel proud to say that The National Small Industries Corporation- Technical Service Centre, Howrah is running NCVT approved course like Welder, Fitter, Surveyor, and Machinist etc. Technical Service Centre, Howrah is also providing training for skill development & Entrepreneurship development along with short term course like CNC programming, RAC, Vocational Training for Engineering Students etc. has shown me path to full fill my dream and also supported for achieving it.

Since I have decided that I have to work in government department so this has been discussed with NSIC staff before taking the admission in NSIC-TSC, Howrah. After discussion we decided that I have to complete the training in NCVT approved trade called fitter. I thanks to NSIC-TSC, Howrah that he has selected me in fitter trade.

After successfully completion I wrote exam for Railway in all India basis. I selected by railway board and he has place me in eastern Railway, Aurangabad as a trackman with monthly salary Rs. 17000/-. I would like to thanks NSIC-TSC, Howrah staff for giving me quality training so that I cleared the railway exam in first attempt.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I am a young girl who has to do the business in mind but due to lack of knowledge & confident I never came out with concrete solution. Suddenly I saw advertisement in local newspaper that NSIC is providing one month training in tailoring, I contacted NSIC office immediately. After interaction with NSIC staff I was happy that after completion of training I can do the business with support of NSIC.

I went to my house and after discussion with my family I took the admission in tailoring. After one month when I successfully completed the training, I had the confident and knowledge that I will open the tailoring shop.

After taking the admission in 2015 for one month training programme I learnt not about the technology, I also learn about the procedure for applying the loan, How to do the product marketing, How to approach the customer, documentation. I feel confident after completion of course from NSIC.

I feel proud that I am associated with NSIC and today I am my business small business due to NSIC Only.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME OF THE UNIT</th>
<th>MAHARASTRA FASTNER LTD.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR</td>
<td>DHEERAJ KUMAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>GENERAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEX</td>
<td>MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDUSTRY SECTOR</td>
<td>MANUFACTURING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATURE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>JOB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>MANUFACTURING OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF FASTERNERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT ADDRESS</td>
<td>BHAGWANPUR, BEGUSARAI, MAKHWA, BIHAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT NO.</td>
<td>9955549860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC</td>
<td>TRAINING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC</td>
<td>ADVERTISEMENT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:**

I feel proud when someone asking and telling that I am a part of National Small Scale Industries corporation-Technical Service Centre, Howrah. I was associated with NSIC as trainee in 2010.

After seeing the advertisement in newspaper regarding admission in welder trade I joined NSIC in 2010-12 batch. I was eager to learn, so whatever faculty suggested I was doing. We are also getting full support from NSIC staff & faculty. Main thing was that discipline that is that main pride factor.

During training NSIC provided me not only technical knowledge rather than this we got confident. I can say that NSIC has provided me such type of platform where I enhanced my knowledge and also I started my career with full confident & energy.

After completion of training in machinist trade we got job in M/s Maharashtra Fastener Ltd. As a technician with monthly salary of Rs.16000/- . I feel proud when talking to any body and telling that I am a student from NSIC-TSC, Howrah. Thanks to NSIC-TSC, Howrah giving me such platform.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

In my family there are craze to serve government organisation. The National Small Industries Corporation- Technical Service Centre, Howrah is running NCVT approved course like Welder, Fitter, Surveyor, and Machinist etc. Technical Service Centre, Howrah is also providing training for skill development & Entrepreneurship development along with short term course like CNC programming, RAC, Vocational Training for Engineering Students etc., provided me platform to serve government sector.

Since I have decided that I have to work in government department so this has been discussed with NSIC staff before taking the admission in NSIC-TSC, Howrah. After discussion we decided that I have to complete the training in NCVT approved trade called fitter. I thanks to NSIC-TSC, Howrah that he has selected me in fitter trade.

After successfully completion I wrote exam for Ranchi Railway board in all India basis. I selected by railway board and he has place me in south eastern Railway, Ranchi as a helper with monthly salary Rs. 12000/-.

I feel proud to say that I am associated with NSIC-TSC, Howrah during training.
NAME OF THE UNIT

NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR  
BARUN MANDAL

CATEGORY  
GENERAL

SEX  
MALE

INDUSTRY SECTOR  
MANUFACTURING

NATURE OF BUSINESS

MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS  
MANUFACTURING OF PANEL, SWITCH ETC.

CONTACT ADDRESS
7/48, HARSHBARDHAN ROAD, A-ZONE, DURGAPUR, BURDWAN- 700204

CONTACT NO.  
9563601103

CONTACT NO.  
TRAINING

CONTACT NO.  
ADVERTISEMENT

WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I feel proud to tell every person that I belong to The Nation Small Scale Industries Corporation – Technical Service centre, howdah from 2014 batch passed out trainee in CNC programming.

The National Small Industries Corporation Limited is a Government of India Organization working for the growth and development of MSME’s of India Growth through its various development schemes. Among all schemes as I know Training is the best Scheme for the new Entrepreneurs.

I was taken admission in CNC programming in 2014 for 2 months training programme. NSIC – TSC Howrah trained me in CNC and also he developed my personality through Entrepreneurship development.

After completion of training in CNC we got apprenticeship in M/s Siemens Ltd. As an operator with monthly perks Rs.3000/- . I feel proud when talking to any body and telling that I am
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME OF THE UNIT</th>
<th>WEST BENGALE STATE ELECTRICITY DISTRIBUTION PVT. LTD.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR</td>
<td>RAMESH PANJA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>GENERAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEX</td>
<td>MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDUSTRY SECTOR</td>
<td>SERVICE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATURE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>JOB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>ELECTRICITY DISTRIBUTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT ADDRESS</td>
<td>NASKAR PARA,KONA,HOWRAH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT NO.</td>
<td>9038115057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING</td>
<td>TRAINING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVAILED FROM NSIC</td>
<td>ADVERTISEMENT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:**

I have trained under the NSIC, HOWRAH. I have got immense benefit from the training provided by their faculties. I learned a lot from these classes and after training I have got placement in WEST BENGAL STATE ELECTRICITY DISTRIBUTION PVT. LTD. It is my pleasure that all the faculties have always supported me and provide theory as well as practical training. Now I am earning Rs.16500/- as salary and living a good life.

I feel proud to be associated with NSIC, Howrah whose training and support helped me to lead a very excellent life in comparison to what I was when I was not studying at NSIC, HOWRAH.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC :

I was totally ignorant about today’s highly competitive world when I had done my matriculation. It was totally dark regarding career growth for me. I was very confused about my future and questions like what to do now, which course to do, etc. were kept haunting me day and night. Then, one of my friends told me about NSIC, HOWRAH. I went there and asked them about different courses. The NSIC official has properly guided me and cleared all my confusions regarding my questions.

Finally, I have taken admission in ITI trade for two years. It was a life changing turn for me. My life completely changed after taking admission. My whole thinking about my career improved a lot. I was having a more wide scope for my career. I was thinking in a more scientific and logical approach.

After completing my wonderful two years, finally I got placed in Patton India Ltd., Kolkata. Now when I look back, I think NSIC has transformed me from a totally ignorant person to well qualified human being.
**WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:**

I belong to a middle class family who earn his bread through very hard work. I always wanted to support my family and raise the living standards of them. I knew very well that it can only be achieved through result oriented education.

I heard about one of the leading training institutes in Howrah, West Bengal i.e. NSIC-TECHNICAL SERVICES CENTRE. I enquired about the courses available with them. Then, they cleared all my confusions and finally I admitted in ITI TRADE.

I got a new life after joining NSIC. I have transformed my attitude to a very intelligent person. I got placed in Patton India Ltd after my 2 years of training. I got my life at full swing after my placement. I would like to thank to all staff and faculties of NSIC, Howrah for their excellent guidance because of which I am now learning a comfortable life.
NAME OF THE UNIT: MAKIL INDIA, HOWRAH

NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR: RANJIT CHOWDHURY
CATEGORY: GENERAL
SEX: MALE
INDUSTRY SECTOR: PRODUCTION
NATURE OF BUSINESS: JOB
MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS: PRODUCTION
CONTACT ADDRESS: BALITIKURI, BAKULTALA, HOWRAH

CONTACT NO.: 9748505890

TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC: TRAINING
HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC: ADVERTISEMENT

WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I come from a middle class family who earns very little income after doing lot of hard work. When I completed my matriculation, I started thinking about building my career on a better path. In searching for better opportunities, I came across this highly experienced and govt. institute under ministry of MSME, NSIC, HOWRAH. I was very impressed by the teachers and officials for the brilliant exposure provided to me.

Now after I have completed my matriculation, I have got placed in MAKIL India, Howrah. I have learned many technical ideas in this institute which will help in building my career.

I want to thank Mr. Suresh Karmali, centre incharge & Mr. Palash Bhowmik, training incharge for their excellent support provided to me during training programme.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

The National Small Industries Corporation Limited is a Government of India Organization working for the growth and development of MSME’s of India Growth through its various development schemes. Among all schemes as I know Training is the best Scheme for the new Entrepreneurs.

I was selected by National Small Industries Corporation – Technical Service centre, Howrah in 2012 for CNC training. This training was sponsored by MSME during 2012-2013. I associated with NSIC-TSC, Howrah after seeing the advertisement in newspaper that giving Training in CNC sponsored by MSME.

After completion of course I joined M/s Krishna polymer as a quality Inspector at monthly salary Rs. 12000/-. I would like to thanks to NSIC that he selected me and provided the platform to earn and help my family.
NAME OF THE UNIT | KISWAH INDUSTRIES.
---|---
NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR | SUKHENDU BERA
CATEGORY | GENERAL
SEX | MALE
INDUSTRY SECTOR | MANUFACTURING
NATURE OF BUSINESS | JOB
MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS | MANUFACTURING
CONTACT ADDRESS | SARSWATGA, SUNDARNAGAR, PURBAMEBINIPUR - 721634
CONTACT NO. | 8001412742
TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC | TRAINING
HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC | ADVERTISEMENT

WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I am passed out trainee from The National Small Industries Corporation- Technical service Centre, Howrah in Fitter trade belongs to session 2009-2011. I feel proud to say that I was associated with NSIC-TSC, Howrah during training.

The National Small Industries Corporation- Technical Service Centre, Howrah is running NCVT approved course like Welder, Fitter, Surveyor, and Machinist etc. Technical Service Centre, Howrah is also providing training for skill development & Entrepreneurship development along with short term course like CNC programming, RAC, Vocational Training for Engineering Students etc.

After successfully completion of training, M/s Kiswah Industries offered me job opportunity through NSIC with monthly salary Rs.5000/- . I thanks to all NSIC staff for support & co-ordination during training and also for providing me platform for earning.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME OF THE UNIT</th>
<th>DEYS TECHNICO PVT. LTD.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR</td>
<td>BRIJESH KUMAR KUSWAHA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>OBC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEX</td>
<td>MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDUSTRY SECTOR</td>
<td>MANUFACTURING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATURE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>JOB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>MANUFACTURING OF DIFFERENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TYPES OF CHEMICALS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT ADDRESS</td>
<td>15/16, ATINDRA MUKHERJEE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LANE, SHIBPUR, HOWRAH-711102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT NO.</td>
<td>8981020646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC</td>
<td>TRAINING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC</td>
<td>ADVERTISEMENT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:**

I feel proud in association with National Small Industries corporation- Technical Service Centre since they have made me a successful technician who participating in growth of country. This is an ideal nodal agency who is supporting to government of India in reduction of unemployability in India by supporting to Micro & Small scale industries technically & financially.

I passed out from National Small Industries Corporation – Technical Service centre, Howrah in 2011 from Fitter trade. During training I learn technical and practical as per NCVT approved syllabus. Apart from syllabus I had develop Entrepreneurship under NSIC.

I feel proud that an associated with NSIC and providing platform to get job in M/s Deys Technico Pvt. Ltd. As technical assistant for banglore unit at monthly salary Rs. 4000/-.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I am very grateful to The National Small Industries Corporation- Technical services centre, Howrah. After association with this organisation I am able to create self-identity as a successful technical person.

When I came to know that NSIC is providing the training on technical trade like welder, fitter, electrician, Machinist and short term training like CNC programming, MS Office through awareness campaign, I took admission in 2011 and successfully completed the training in CNC Programming.

After successful completion of training I got job offer from M/s Bhushan Steel Ltd., Jharsuguda. As an Operator at monthly salary Rs. 18000/- I thanks to NSIC-TSC, Howrah for providing me platform to earn and help my family.

I feel proud to say that I am a passed out trainee from NSIC-TSC, Howrah.
NAME OF THE UNIT: GARUDA POWER PVT. LTD.

NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR: SOHAM DAS
CATEGORY: GENERAL
SEX: MALE
INDUSTRY SECTOR: MANUFACTURING
NATURE OF BUSINESS: JOB
MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS: SERVICE
CONTACT ADDRESS: BAI DYADANGA, RASULPUR, DIST- BADWAN-713151
CONTACT NO.: 9474107378

CONTACT NO.: 9474107378
TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVALLED
FROM NSIC: TRAINING
HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC: ADVERTISEMENT

WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I joined NSIC-TSC, Howrah in welder trade NCVT approved training course after seeing the advertisement in newspaper in 2010.

National small industries corporation limited is an organization who is a training provider to the unemployed youth. This organization is authorized by the govt. of India, New Delhi as a nodal agency for providing industrial training in welding, fitter, surveyor, turner, draftsman-mechanical, machinist & electrician along with software and hardware courses like basics of computer, networking, CNC programming, etc and vocational training for engineering students. The main intention for providing training is to generation of employment like self-employment and wage employment so that it helps in the burning problem of today.

After completion of training I got placement in Garuda Power private ltd., Asansol, as a service engineer with monthly salary Rs.7000/-. I feel proud that I completed the Training from NSIC-TSC, Howrah.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

National small industries corporation limited is an organization who is a training provider to the unemployed youth. This organization is authorized by the govt. of India, New Delhi as a nodal agency for providing industrial training in welding, fitter, surveyor, turner, draftsman-mechanical, machinist & electrician along with software and hardware courses like basics of computer, networking, CNC programming, etc and vocational training for engineering students. The main intention for providing training is to generation of employment like self employment and wage employment so that it helps in the burning problem of today. I joined NSIC-TSC, Howrah in welder trade NCVT approved training course after seeing the advertisement in news paper in 2013.

After successfully completion of training I received letter for apprenticeship from M/s Bridge & Roof, Howrah with the help of NSIC-TSC, Howrah at monthly Stipend Rs.2800/-. Some of our friend asking from where you completed the course that time I feel proud to tell that I have completed the course from NSIC-TSC, Howrah and I am suggesting to our friend to join NSIC if Interested.

I would like to thank to NSIC-TSC, Howrah for providing
NAME OF THE UNIT  KISOK INDUSTRIES PVT. LTD.

NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR  NAYAN RANJAN MONDAL
CATEGORY  GENERAL
SEX  MALE
INDUSTRY SECTOR  MANUFACTURING
NATURE OF BUSINESS  JOB
MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS  MANUFACTURING
CONTACT ADDRESS  VILL-BANKRISHNAPUR, P.O-JAGALPARABAZAR , HOOGHLY-712701
CONTACT NO.  9903875296
TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC  TRAINING
HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC  ADVERTISEMENT

WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC :

The National Small Scale Industries Corporation is a Public Sector Enterprise, Government of India, providing the support to SME’s technically as well as financially by different scheme and training. Qualified trainees from NSIC serving SME’s and participating in growth of country.

National Small Industries corporation also pertaining the quality training in welding, fitter, surveyor, turner, draftsman-mechanical, machinist & electrician along with software and hardware courses like basics of computer, networking, CNC programming, etc and vocational training for engineering students.

After passing out from NSIC-TSC, Howrah in Fitter trade I got job in M/s Kisok Industries Pvt.
NAME OF THE UNIT: FOOD PROCESSING

NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR: BABY DAS
CATEGORY: GENERAL
SEX: FEMALE
INDUSTRY SECTOR: SERVICE
NATURE OF BUSINESS: FAST FOOD
MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS: FAST FOOD
CONTACT ADDRESS: BALITIKURI SETH PARA, HOWRAH

TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC: TRAINING
HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC: CAMPAIGN

WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

When I came to know that NSIC is providing the training through awareness campaign, I took admission in food processing course and successfully completed my training. Now I am working for self-business of manufacturing soya milk and its products. I thank to NSIC that they have provided me adequate theoretical & practical knowledge during training session.

After successful completion of training programme on food processing in the year 2015, I am working with some workers for manufacturing soya milk and its products and to do the marketing of the product from there.

I am a passed out trainees of The national Small Industries Corporation- Technical service centre, Howrah. This is a dynamic organization who can select, trained some interested entrepreneur and groom them such way that they can be able to established their own industrial unit.

I am satisfied that due to my training in NSIC I am now an independent and established person and also I am happy to support my family financially.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I am very grateful to The National Small Industries Corporation- Technical services centre, Howrah and National Backward Classes Finance & Development Corporation, New Delhi. After association with this organisation I am able to create self identity.

When I came to know that NSIC is providing free training on Welder through awareness campaign, I took admission and successfully completed the skill development training on Welder. Previously I was an unemployed person and after completion of the course, I got employment in TINPLATE INFRASTRUCTURE LIMITED, MANIPUR and earning Rs. 10000 per month. I thank to NSIC that they have provided me adequate theoretical & practical knowledge during training session.

I am satisfied that due to my training in NSIC I am now an independent person and also I am happy to support my family financially.
**NAME OF THE UNIT**
MAA TARA ENTERPRISES

**NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR**
NURUL HASAN

**CATEGORY**
OBC

**SEX**
MALE

**INDUSTRY SECTOR**
MANUFACTURING

**NATURE OF BUSINESS**
PRODUCTION

**CONTACT ADDRESS**
KANUTIA, BIRBHUM-731218, DIST-HOWRAH,
STATE- WEST BENGAL

**CONTACT NO.**
9593930999

**TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC**
TRAINING

---

**WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:**

I was an unemployed person with great hope to do something which can help the development of our society. With this ambition in mind, I got the opportunity to attend free skill development organized by NSIC Technical services centre, Howrah and National Backward Classes Finance & Development Corporation, New Delhi.

I was selected by NSIC for Skill development programme on WELDER. It was a great experience and the best training I got till date. We were provided the vital knowledge. The training was excellent for skill development.

After successful completion of training, I was selected by M/S MAA TARA ENTERPRISES and earning Rs. 5000 per month. I am lucky that gradually my experience is increasing and want to say that all these happened for my association with NSIC and the above factor makes me feel proud.
NAME OF THE UNIT
CABCON INDIA PVT. LTD.
NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR
ABDULLA JUBAYER MONDAL
CATEGORY
OBC
SEX
MALE
INDUSTRY SECTOR
MANUFACTURING
NATURE OF BUSINESS
PRODUCTION
CONTACT ADDRESS
CHENGAIL SK PARA, ULUBERIA, DIST- HOWRAH, STATE- WEST BENGAL
CONTACT NO.
7278818857
TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC
TRAINING

WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

The National Small Scale Industries Limited and National Backward Classes Finance & Development Corporation, New Delhi is a platform for the backward classes employment and I can proudly say that I become a member of NSIC. I can personally say that NSIC has helped me a lot to grow in time.

The National Small Industries Corporation Limited is a Government of India Organization working for the growth and development of MSME's of India Growth through its various development schemes. Among all schemes as I know Training is the best Scheme for the backward classes.

After successful completion of training programme in FITTER, I was selected in M/S CABCON INDIA PVT. LTD. and earning Rs. 5000.

Thanks to NSIC & NBCFDC, NEW DELHI for their kind support in establishing my unit and providing me a platform for learning.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME OF THE UNIT</th>
<th>TARA MAA WORKSHOP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR</td>
<td>SUBRATA KARMAKAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>OBC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDUSTRY SECTOR</td>
<td>MANUFACTURING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATURE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>PRODUCTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT ADDRESS</td>
<td>CHANDIPUR, B. CHANDIPUR, NODAKHALI DIST- HOWRAH, STATE- WEST BENGAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT NO.</td>
<td>9088726127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC</td>
<td>TRAINING</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:**

I am a passed out trainees of The National Small Industries Corporation- Technical service centre, Howrah. This is a dynamic organization who can select and train some backward classes students and groom them such way that they can be able to get job.

I was selected by NSIC – TSC, Howrah for skill development training programme in FITTER. I was interested in fitter from young age but due to unavailability of good platform it couldn’t be started.

When I heard that NSIC and National Backward Classes Finance & Development Corporation, New Delhi is providing skill development training on FITTER by one of staff of NSIC, I took admission in FITTER. I acquired maximum knowledge from this training on skill development as well as theory .

After completion of training I was selected by M/S TARA MAA WORKSHOP and happily earning Rs. 4500.I am happy that I am groomed by NSIC & NBCFDC, NEW DELHI for a successful career ahead.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>NAME OF THE UNIT</strong></th>
<th>M/S VANI PRAKASHAN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR</strong></td>
<td>PALASH GHOSH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CATEGORY</strong></td>
<td>OBC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SEX</strong></td>
<td>MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INDUSTRY SECTOR</strong></td>
<td>PRINTING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NATURE OF BUSINESS</strong></td>
<td>PRINTING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CONTACT ADDRESS</strong></td>
<td>TALDI, UREL CHANDPUR, MAGRAHAT, SOUTH 24 PARAGANAS - 743355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STATE</strong></td>
<td>WEST BENGAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CONTACT NO.</strong></td>
<td>8972577217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC</strong></td>
<td>TRAINING</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:**

I am associated with The National Small Industries Corporation Ltd.- Technical Services Centre, Howrah. NSIC and National Backward Classes Finance & Development Corporation, New Delhi has a great contribution in building up my career. Before coming to NSIC I never think that someday I become employed and I can earn for our family. It was my great luck that I was selected by NSIC for skill development programme.

I took the admission in FITTER and learn lot during training. Actually we have learn theory as well as particle which built confidence in my life and helped to become employed. After completion of training I was selected in M/S VANI PRAKASHAN earning Rs. 7000 per month. I give all credit to NSIC & NBCFDC, NEW DELHI and will be ever grateful.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

Before coming to The National Small Industries corporation, I was thinking that how I can help to our family financially. We got the platform from NSIC and National Backward Classes Finance & Development Corporation, New Delhi to do something for my family financially. When we heard that NSIC is giving the training on ELECTRICIAN then I consulted NSIC. I taken admission at NSIC-TSC, Howrah. During training we had learn about two best parts:

Theory – It includes trade theory & general theory like documentation.

Practical - it developed our skills.

After successful completion of training, I was selected at IFB and now earning Rs. 5000 per month. I will give all credits to NSIC & NBCFDC, NEW DELHI to make me successful employed person.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I had idea for manufacturing of dresses for Teenager, Middle aged and aged lady but due to lack of systematic training I couldn’t started my own business. When I heard that NSIC is providing training on Tailoring and incubator project for one month, by staff of NSIC. I acquired maximum knowledge from this training on skill development as well as theory like documentation, accounts managements, manpower management.

After completion of training, I was more interested to do another course on tailoring so that I can expand my business and earn a lot of money for the expenditure of my family.

I feel proud to tell that I am associated with NSIC from 2010 and currently earning Rs. 3000 approx per month and helping to my family.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I am a passed out trainee from The National Small Industries Corporation – Technical Service Centre, Howrah. I feel proud that I belong to such institution who is participating to reduce unemployability through skill development & Entrepreneurship training and helping the small & medium industries through technically and financially.

I was associated with NSIC-TSC, Howrah from past 5 years. I completed training in tailoring and after completion I am running my own business and earning approx. Rs. 3000/- in a month.

I feel proud that I am Associated with NSIC who has provided me platform to become an entrepreneur.

I would like to thank all NSIC staff and faculty for support during training. I can say we got wonderful experience during training at NSIC-TSC, Howrah.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

The National Small Industries Corporation Limited is a Government of India Organization working for the growth and development of MSME’s of India Growth through its various development schemes. Among all schemes as I know food processing (Entrepreneurship) is the best Scheme for the entrepreneurs Like me.

After successful completion of training programme on Tailoring in the year 2010, I am working with some of my friends for manufacturing of female dresses like salwar, kurti etc. and to do the marketing of the product and am earning Rs. 2500/approx. per month from there.

Thanks to NSIC for their kind support in establishing my unit and providing me a platform for learning and getting a route source of income for me and my dependents.
**NAME OF THE UNIT**: POPCORN

**NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR**: SANTOSHI CHOLIU

**CATEGORY**: GENERAL

**SEX**: FEMALE

**INDUSTRY SECTOR**: MANUFACTURING

**NATURE OF BUSINESS**: JOB

**MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS**: MANUFACTURING

**CONTACT ADDRESS**: VILL- KHALISARI, PO- PRASADPUR PS- GANGIPARA, HOOGHLY

**CONTACT NO.**: NA

**TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC**: TRAINING

**HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC**: CAMPAGIN

**WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC**: During CAMPAIGN I was selected by NSIC – TSC, Howrah for one week training programme in food processing. I was interested in popcorn making since I saw the people making popcorn earning a good amount from their business but due to unavailability of good platform couldn’t started own business.

When I heard that NSIC is providing short training on incubator project for one week, I took admission immediately in Incubator Project. I acquired maximum knowledge from this training on skill development as well as theory like documentation, accounts managements, manpower management.

After completion of training I have started my business in my house itself. I am getting order from our local neighbour and earning Rs. 1500 – 3000/- in a month.

I thanks to NSIC for providing platform to serve my family.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I am a passed out trainees of The national Small Industries Corporation- Technical service centre, Howrah. This is a dynamic organization who can select, trained some interested entrepreneur and groom them such way that they can be able to established their own industrial unit.

During 2014 I was selected by NSIC – TSC, Howrah for one week training programme in incubator. I was interested in entrepreneurship for developing my business but due to unavailability of good platform couldn’t expand my own business.

When I heard that NSIC is providing short training on incubator project for one week, I took admission in Incubator Project in 2015. I acquired maximum knowledge from this training on skill development as well as theory like documentation, accounts managements, manpower management.

After completion of training, I applied for a loan from my bank, on basis of NSIC certificate, with in few days I was provided the loaned amount by which I expanded my business and earn a lot of money for the expenditure of my family. I started the business of manufacturing jori designing. Now five more people works along with us. I am happy that I am groomed by NSIC for a successful entrepreneurship.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME OF THE UNIT</th>
<th>HNADICRAFT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR</td>
<td>RAJU HALDER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>MINORITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEX</td>
<td>MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDUSTRY SECTOR</td>
<td>MANUFACTURING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATURE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>JORI UDYO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT ADDRESS</td>
<td>GARBERIA, PANCHLA, DIST-HOWRAH - 711322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WEST BENGAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT NO.</td>
<td>7278934259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVALIRED FROM NSIC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC</td>
<td>TRAINING</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:**

I am very grateful for The National Small Industries Corporation- Technical services centre, Howrah. After association with this organisation I am able to create self-identity as a successful entrepreneur.

When I came to know that NSIC is providing the training through awareness campaign, I took admission in entrepreneurship development programme and successfully completed my training. Now I am working with much success. I thank to NSIC that they have provided me adequate theoretical & practical knowledge as well as provided me a lot of encouragement during training session. After successful completion of training programme on incubator project in the year 2015, I applied for a loan from my bank, on basis of NSIC certificate, with in few days I was provided the loaned amount by which I expanded my business. I am working with some of my friends for manufacturing jori designing and am earning Rs. 9000/approx. per month from there.

I am satisfied that due to my training in NSIC I am now an independent and established person and also I am happy to support my family financially.
NAME OF THE UNIT: HANDICRAFT

NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR: SK. MUSHARAF HOSSAIN

CATEGORY: MINORITY
SEX: MALE
INDUSTRY SECTOR: MANUFACTURING
NATURE OF BUSINESS: JORI UDYOG
MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS:

CONTACT ADDRESS: TULSIBERIA, ULUBERIA, DIST-HOWRAH - 711401

CONTACT NO.: 9038248635

TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC: TRAINING

HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC: TRAINING

WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I am very grateful for The National Small Industries Corporation- Technical services centre, Howrah. After association with this organisation I am able to create self-identity as a successful entrepreneur.

When I came to know that NSIC is providing the training through awareness campaign, I took admission in food processing course and successfully completed my training. Now I am working along with my friend for making popcorn. I thank to NSIC that they have provided me adequate theoretical & practical knowledge during training session.

After successful completion of training programme on incubator project in the year 2015, I applied for a loan from my bank, on basis of NSIC certificate, with in few days I was provided the loaned amount by which I expanded my business.

I am satisfied that due to my training in NSIC I am now an independent and established person and also I am happy to support my family financially.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I am very grateful for The National Small Industries Corporation- Technical services centre, Howrah. After association with this organisation I am able to create self-identity as a successful entrepreneur.

When I came to know that NSIC is providing the training through awareness campaign, I took admission entrepreneurship development programme and successfully completed my training. I thank to NSIC that they have provided me adequate theoretical & practical knowledge during training session. After successful completion of training programme on entrepreneurship development programme in the year 2015, I am working with some of my friends for manufacturing jori designing and to do the marketing of the product and am earning Rs.8500/approx. per month from there.

After successful completion of training programme on incubator project in the year 2015, I applied for a loan from my bank, on basis of NSIC certificate, with in few days I was provided the loaned amount by which I expanded my business.

I am satisfied that due to my training in NSIC I am now an independent and established person and also I am happy to support my family financially.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I am a passed out trainees of The national Small Industries Corporation- Technical service centre, Howrah. This is a dynamic organization who can select, trained some interested entrepreneur and groom them such way that they can be able to established their own industrial unit.

During 2014 I was selected by NSIC – TSC, Howrah for one week training programme in incubator. I was interested in entrepreneurship for developing my business but due to unavailability of good platform couldn’t expand my own business.

When I heard that NSIC is providing short training on entrepreneurship development project for one week, I took admission in Incubator Project in 2015. I acquired maximum knowledge from this training on skill development as well as theory like documentation, accounts managements, manpower management.

After completion of training, I applied for a loan from my bank, on basis of NSIC certificate, with in few days I was provided the loaned amount by which I expanded my business and earn a lot of money for the expenditure of my family. I started the business of manufacturing jori designing. Now five more people works along with us. I am happy that I am groomed by NSIC for a successful entrepreneurship.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I am very grateful for The National Small Industries Corporation- Technical services centre, Howrah. After association with this organisation I am able to create self-identity as a successful entrepreneur.

When I came to know that NSIC is providing the training through awareness campaign, I took admission in food processing course and successfully completed my training. Now I am working along with my friend for making popcorn. I thank to NSIC that they have provided me adequate theoretical & practical knowledge during training session.

After successful completion of training programme on incubator project in the year 2015, I applied for a loan from my bank, on basis of NSIC certificate; within few days I was provided the loaned amount by which I expanded my business.

I am satisfied that due to my training in NSIC I am now an independent and established person and also I am happy to support my family financially.
NAME OF THE UNIT
HANDICRAFT

NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR: NAYANTARA MALLICK
CATEGORY: MINORITY
SEX: FEMALE
INDUSTRY SECTOR: MANUFACTURING
NATURE OF BUSINESS: JORI UDYOG
MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS
CONTACT ADDRESS: DEORA, AMTA, DIST-HOWRAH - 711401 WEST BENGAL
CONTACT NO.: 9564102120

CONTACT NO.
TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC: TRAINING
HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC
ADVERTISEMEMENT AND CAMPAIGN

WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:
During CAMPAIGN I was selected by NSIC – TSC, Howrah for one week training programme for Entrepreneurship development. I was connected with business name as jori udyog. But due to lack of knowledge i was not able to expand our business.

NSIC provided me platform where Im learn about documentation, management, record keeping , making of proposal for applying the loan.

After completion of course I made a proposal for loan with the help of NSIC staff and applied. After getting the loan of Rs. 50000 our business will expand and our income will be doubled.

I thanks to NSIC for providing platform to serve my family.
NAME OF THE UNIT | HANDICRAFT
---|---
NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR | PUSHPA HAZRA
CATEGORY | S.C
SEX | FEMALE
INDUSTRY SECTOR | MANUFACTURING
NATURE OF BUSINESS | JORI UDYOG
MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS | PANCHLA, DIST- HOWRAH - 711322
CONTACT ADDRESS | STATE- WEST BENGAL
CONTACT NO. | 8697296071
TE||
TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC | TRAINING
HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC | THE NATIONAL SMALL INDUSTRIES CORPORATION LIMITED IS A GOVERNMENT OF INDIA ORGANIZATION WORKING FOR THE GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT OF MSME’S OF INDIA. GROWTH THROUGH ITS VARIOUS DEVELOPMENT SCHEMES. AMONG ALL SCHEMES AS I KNOW FOOD PROCESSING (ENTREPRENEURSHIP) IS THE BEST SCHEME FOR THE ENTREPRENEURS LIKE ME.
NSIC PROVIDED ME PLATFORM WHERE I’M LEARN ABOUT DOCUMENTATION, MANAGEMENT, RECORD KEEPING, MAKING OF PROPOSAL FOR APPLYING THE LOAN.
AFTER COMPLETION OF COURSE I MADE A PROPOSAL FOR LOAN WITH THE HELP OF NSIC STAFF AND APPLIED. AFTER GETTING THE LOAN OF RS. 50000 OUR BUSINESS WILL EXPAND AND OUR INCOME WILL BE DOUBLED.
I THANKS TO NSIC FOR PROVIDING PLATFORM TO SERVE MY FAMILY.
NAME OF THE UNIT

NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR
KOLPANA SAMANTA

CATEGORY
S.C

SEX
FEMALE

INDUSTRY SECTOR
MANUFACTURING

NATURE OF BUSINESS
MAKING OF FEMALE DRESS

MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS
MANUFACTURING OF DRESSES

CONTACT ADDRESS
PANCHLA, DIST- HOWRAH - 711322
STATE- WEST BENGAL

CONTACT NO.
NA

TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC
TRAINING

HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC
TRAINING

WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

The National Small Scale Industries Limited is a platform for the small and emerging Entrepreneurs and I can proudly say that I become a member of NSIC from 2010. It provides a big platform for the small and emerging entrepreneurs for their exposure and to explore a market for their product after establishing of their own unit. I can personally say that NSIC has helped me a lot to grow in time.

The National Small Industries Corporation Limited is a Government of India Organization working for the growth and development of MSME’s of India Growth through its various development schemes. Among all schemes as I know Training is the best Scheme for the new Entrepreneurs Like me.

After completion of training I started my own business and earning Rs. 3000/- approx in a month.

I thanks to NSIC for providing me platform to earn and helped me to become an independent women.
NAME OF THE UNIT

NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR: MINTU HALDER
CATEGORY: GENERAL
SEX: MALE
INDUSTRY SECTOR: MANUFACTURING
NATURE OF BUSINESS: MAKING OF MALE & FEMALE DRESS
MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS: MANUFACTURING OF DRESSES
CONTACT ADDRESS: VILL- GOVINDPUR, GANGIPARA, HOOGHLY
STATE- WEST BENGAL
CONTACT NO.: NA

TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC: TRAINING
HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC: ADVERTISEMENT & CAMPAIGN

WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I am very grateful for The National Small Industries Corporation- Technical services centre, Howrah. After association with this organisation I am able to create self identity as a successful entrepreneur.

When I came to know that NSIC is providing the training on Tailoring through awareness campaign, I took admission in tailoring and successfully completed the one month skill development training on tailoring.

Before coming to NSIC I was thinking that how to earn provide better life to my family.

I would like to thanks NSIC –TSC, howrah for providing platform from where I started my carrier as an entrepreneur and today I am earning by which i am giving my family better life.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I was very much interested for a training on entrepreneurship building and I think that training can develop a person both in skills & theoretical. In my thinking every person possessed some kind of skill but it remain un-noticed and that person is enable to establish any kind of business without proper knowledge. Training can provide such knowledge regarding how to open a unit, how it can run, how it can be managed etc.

As I know The National Small Industries corporation is an authorised institute to provide entrepreneurship programme & skill development training. I am associated with NSIC from 2010.

This training programme help me lot to run my business in schematic manner. It also helped to expand it. After completion of training we got lot of energy & confident that we should expand the business and explore the opportunity to work with us.

I thankful to NSIC that giving me chance to reduce unemployment little bit since after completion of training we have engaged 3 more workers at our school to trained the poor people.
**NAME OF THE UNIT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR</th>
<th>TAILORING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SANTOSHI CHALKI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CATEGORY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GENERAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**SEX**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FEMALE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**INDUSTRY SECTOR**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MANUFACTURING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**NATURE OF BUSINESS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEXTILE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MANUFACTURING OF FEMALE DRESSES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**CONTACT ADDRESS**

| VILL- KHALISARI, PO- PRASADPUR, HOOGHLY |
| STATE- WEST BENGAL |
| NA |

**CONTACT NO.**

| NA |

**TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC**

| TRAINING |

**HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC**

| CAMPAIGN & ADVERTISEMENT. |

---

**WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:**

I am a passed out trainee from The National Small Industries Corporation- Technical Service Centre, Howrah, Which is supporting to Small & Medium Industries technical and financially. NSIC is the centre of excellence for skill development & Entrepreneurship development. NSIC is participating in the growth of country by supporting industries.

I feel proud to tell that i am associated with NSIC from past five years. NSIC has provided me platform to become an entrepreneur and self supported woman.

After completion of training I am doing sewing job at my house itself. I am getting the order from local people. I am manufacturing some dresses in advance which required in festival season.

I thanks to NSIC who has provided me platform to earn and help my family.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

The National Small Industries Corporation Limited is a Government of India Organization working for the growth and development of MSME’s of India Growth through its various development schemes. Among all schemes as I know Training is the best Scheme for the new Entrepreneurs Like me.

NSIC is a dynamic organization which is using new tools & technique in teaching participating in growth of country with adopting new edge of technology for Small & Medium scale industries. This is the organization who is trying to reduce the unemployability in the country.

During training NSIC – TSC, Howrah I learn about the how to maintain the financial account, how to make a project proposal to avail the bank loan, Manpower Management along with technical.

After completion of training I am running my own business and earning approx Rs.3000/- in a month.

I feel proud to tell that I am associated with NSIC.
**NAME OF THE UNIT**

**NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR**

PURNIMA SAMANTHA

**CATEGORY**

SC

**SEX**

FEMALE

**INDUSTRY SECTOR**

MANUFACTURING

**NATURE OF BUSINESS**

TEXTILE

**MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS**

MANUFACTURING OF FEMALE DRESSES

**CONTACT ADDRESS**

VILL- GOVINDPUR , PO- PRASADPUR , HOOGHLY , GANGIPARA, STATE- WEST BENGAL

**CONTACT NO.**

NA

**TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC**

TRAINING

**HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC**

CAMPAIGN & ADVERTISEMENT.

---

**WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:**

The National Small Industries Corporation—Technical Service Centre, Howrah is the place from where successful entrepreneur coming out and participating in growth of country. NSIC is providing the platform to become an entrepreneur.

I am one of the examples who is standing and doing business with the help of platform provide by NSIC during training in tailoring. During training NSIC – TSC, Howrah I learn about the how to maintain the financial account, how to make a project proposal to avail the bank loan, Manpower Management along with technical.

After successfully completion of training I started my own business with the help of order received from our locality. We are also taking order from tailoring centre and also making dresses for festival in advance.

I would like to tell that I feel proud in association with NSIC and earning approx Rs. 4000/- in a month and helping my family.
NAME OF THE UNIT: TAILORING

NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR: SANGHA MITRA
CATEGORY: SC
SEX: FEMALE
INDUSTRY SECTOR: MANUFACTURING
NATURE OF BUSINESS: TEXTILE
MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS: MANUFACTURING OF FEMALE DRESSES
CONTACT ADDRESS: VILL- KHALISARAI ,PO- PRASADPUR , HOOGHLY , GANGIPARA, STATE- WEST BENGAL

CONTACT NO.: NA

TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC: TRAINING

HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC: CAMPAIGN & ADVERTISEMENT.

WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I am unemployed women with great hope to do something which can help the development of our society. I want to be our own boss. With this ambition in mind, I got the opportunity to attend Entrepreneur Programme organized by NSIC Technical services centre, Howrah.

I was selected by NSIC for Skill development entrepreneurship programme on tailoring for one month. It was great experience and the best training I got till date. We were provided the vital knowledge that we might require for setting up our own unit. The training was both for Entrepreneurship development & skill development.

After completion of training I opened own unit in my house and taking order from our society and some tailoring shop.

I am lucky that gradually our business is increasing and wants to say that all these happened for my association with NSIC and the above factor makes me feel proud.
NAME OF THE UNIT: ADARSH MADHYMICK VIDILAYA
NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR: SUDIP SETH
CATEGORY: OBC
SEX: MALE
INDUSTRY SECTOR: SERVICE
NATURE OF BUSINESS: TEACHING
MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS: TEACHER IN A MIDDLE SCHOOL
CONTACT ADDRESS: B-13/2, INDRALOAK ESTATE -1 KOLKATA- 700002
CONTACT NO.: 9433161569
TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC: TRAINING
HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC: ADVERTISEMENT.

WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

There are several Pride factor that I feel proud for my association with NSIC-TSC, Howrah:

- NSIC is a unique organisation who is delivering the quality teaching in technical field like welder, fitter, surveyor, Electrician.
- I also appreciate the dedication towards time management during classroom teaching.
- I proud to feel that I am successfully trained from NSIC.

I proudly say that I am a part of NSIC-TSC, Howrah who is producing the future entrepreneurs and technicians for our country.

I was happiest person when I was selected by NSIC during counselling for NBCFDC sponsored course for 3 months duration course called Computer teachers training. Since my goal was clear so after completion of course I directly applied in school for teaching post and I was selected.

Selection was made only due to NSIC who has provided me platform where I learn and grown to face the competition. Currently I am earning Rs. 4500/- in a month as a stipend .I feel proud when such incident rounding in my mind and thanks to NSIC-TSC, Howrah for providing platform.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

National small industries corporation limited is an organization who is a training provider to the unemployed youth. This organization is authorized by the govt. of India, New Delhi as a nodal agency for providing industrial training in welding, fitter, surveyor, turner, draftsman-mechanical, machinist & electrician along with software and hardware courses like basics of computer, networking, CNC programming, etc and vocational training for engineering students. The main intention for providing training is to generation of employment like self employment and wage employment so that it helps in the burning problem of today.

I was selected by NSIC during counselling for NBCFDC sponsored course for 3 months duration course called CNC, DCP. After completion of training I placed in M/s Madhuri press.

I feel proud that I am associated with NSIC who has provided me platform to earn Rs. 3000-4000/- month.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I am very grateful for The National Small Industries Corporation- Technical services centre, Howrah. After association with this organisation I am able to create self-identity as a successful entrepreneur.

I belongs to electrician batch 15-17, currently I am studding at NSIC-TSC, Howrah. I thanks to NSIC that they provided me support to develop LED bulb at lower price and also they have provided me chance to check the product at NSIC campus. After successful completion of project I got the first order from NSIC since my invented LED bulb price is half of the market price of other LE Dbulb with same guaranty.

I feel proud that I am associated with NSIC who is supporting me for R&D project which is running under the training section of NSIC-TSC, Howrah. I would like to thanks for providing me exposure of product and support during product development.
**NAME OF THE UNIT**
ASSOCIATED TOOLINGS (INDIA) PVT. LTD.

**NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR**
SARINDAM BHAKTA

**CATEGORY**
GENERAL

**SEX**
MALE

**INDUSTRY SECTOR**
SERVICE

**NATURE OF BUSINESS**
IMPORT & EXPORT

**MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS**
IMPORT AND EXPORT OF MECHANICAL TOOLS.

**CONTACT ADDRESS**
BALTIKURI SETH PARA,
HOWRAH

**CONTACT NO.**
9804755086

**TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC**
TRAINING

**HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC**
ADVERTISEMENT.

---

**WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:**

I am fully satisfied with the kind of guidance and support provided to me by NSIC-TSC, HOWRAH. It helped me a lot in improving my skills and knowledge. NSIC-TSC, HOWRAH is a wonderful place to learn and grow under various experienced faculties providing practical and theatrical knowledge.

After completion of Training in Machinist in 2014 I was selected in Associated Tooling (India) Ltd. And place his unit name as Machine Shop. I feel proud to tell that I am a passed out trainee from NSIC-TSC, Howrah and also thanks to NSIC-TSC, Howrah for providing such platform.

Only due to NSIC I am earning Rs. 7500/- in month and contributing to my family as financial support.
NAME OF THE UNIT
NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR TAILORING
CATEGORY USHA MONDAL
SEX GENERAL
INDUSTRY SECTOR FEMALE
NATURE OF BUSINESS MANUFACTURING
MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS TEXTILE
CONTACT ADDRESS MANUFACTURING OF FEMALE DRESSES
CONTACT NO. VILL- GOVINDPUR , GANGIPARA, HOOGHLY
STATE- WEST BENGAL
NA
TRAINING

WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

The National Small Scale Industries Corporation is a Public Sector Enterprise, Government of India, providing the support to SME’s technically as well as financially by different scheme and training. Qualified trainees from NSIC serving SME’s and participating in growth of country.

I feel proud to tell every person that I belong to The Nation Small Scale Industries Corporation – Technical Service centre, howdah from 2014 batch passed out trainee in Tailoring.

I know about training during campaign arranged by NSIC-TSC, Howrah. After certain query from NSIC staff I satisfied and taken admission in Tailoring. Now I feel proud that i am associated with NSIC and earning approx Rs. 3000/- in a month only due to platform provided by NSIC.
NAME OF THE UNIT: TAILORING

NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR: SARAMA MONDAL
CATEGORY: GENERAL
SEX: FEMALE
INDUSTRY SECTOR: MANUFACTURING
NATURE OF BUSINESS: TEXTILE
MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS: MANUFACTURING OF FEMALE DRESSES
CONTACT ADDRESS: GANGIPARA, HOOGHLY
STATE: WEST BENGAL
CONTACT NO.: NA

TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC: TRAINING
HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC: CAMPAIGN & ADVERTISEMENT.

WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

The National Small Industries Corporation Limited is a Government of India Organization working for the growth and development of MSME’s of India Growth through its various development schemes. Among all schemes as I know food processing (Entrepreneurship) is the best Scheme for the entrepreneurs Like me.

After successful completion of training programme on Tailoring in the year 2010, I am working with some of my friends for manufacturing of female dresses like salwar, kurti etc. and to do the marketing of the product and am earning Rs. 2500-3000/approx. per month from there.

Thanks to NSIC for their kind support in establishing my unit and providing me a platform for learning and getting a route source of income for me and my dependents.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I am a passed out trainees of The national Small Industries Corporation- Technical service centre, Howrah. This is a dynamic organization who can select, trained some interested entrepreneur and groom them such way that they can be able to established their own industrial unit.

When I heard that NSIC is providing short training on entrepreneurship development project for one week, I took admission in Incubator Project. I acquired maximum knowledge from this training on skill development as well as theory like documentation, accounts managements, manpower management.

After successful completion of training programme on Tailoring in the year 2010, I am working with some of my friends for manufacturing of female dresses like salwar, kurti etc. and to do the marketing of the product and am earning Rs. 3000/approx. per month from there.

Thanks to NSIC for their kind support in establishing my unit and providing me a platform for learning and getting a route source of income for me and my dependents.
**NAME OF THE UNIT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR</th>
<th>BRITANIA LTD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PRADEEPSINGH YADAV</td>
<td>PRADEEP YADAV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CATEGORY</th>
<th>SEX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OBC</td>
<td>MALE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INDUSTRY SECTOR</th>
<th>NATURE OF BUSINESS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MANUFACTURING</td>
<td>MANUFACTURING OF FEMALE DRESSES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS</th>
<th>CONTACT ADDRESS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MANUFACTURING OF FEMALE DRESSES</td>
<td>JAHANABAD, PATNA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATE</th>
<th>CONTACT NO.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BIHAR</td>
<td>9038968362</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC</th>
<th>HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TRAINING</td>
<td>ADVERTISEMENT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:**

National small industries corporation limited is an organization who is a training provider to the unemployed youth. This organization is authorized by the govt. of India, New Delhi as a nodal agency for providing industrial training in welding, fitter, surveyor, turner, draftsman-mechanical, machinist & electrician along with software and hardware courses like basics of computer, networking, CNC programming, etc and vocational training for engineering students. The main intention for providing training is to generation of employment like self employment and wage employment so that it helps in the burning problem of today. I joined NSIC-TSC, Howrah in welder trade NCVT approved training course after seeing the advertisement in newspaper in 2012.

After successfully completion of training I received letter for apprenticeship from M/s Britania ltd, Kolkata with the help of NSIC-TSC, Howrah at monthly Stipend Rs.6100/-. Some of our friend asking from where you completed the course that time I feel proud to tell that I have completed the course from NSIC-TSC, Howrah and I am suggesting to our friend to join NSIC if Interested.

I feel proud to tell that I am associated with NSIC from 2012 and would like to thanks NSIC-TSC, Howrah for providing me platform.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

The National Small Scale Industries Corporation is a Public Sector Enterprise, Government of India, providing the support to SME’s technically as well as financially by different scheme and training. Qualified trainees from NSIC serving SME’s and participating in growth of country.

I feel proud to tell every person that I belong to Nation Small Scale Industries Corporation – Technical Service centre, Howrah from Fitter trade (NCVT approved). I seen the advertisement in newspaper published in Anand Bazaar patrika that NSIC ( A Government of India Enterprise ) providing training with 100% placement assistant. After discussion with NSIC staff over phone I joined NSIC-TSC, Howrah.

I feel proud that I am a part of Fitter ( NCVT Approved ) trainee batch. I would like to thanks to NSIC-TSC, Howrah for providing me quality education and placement assistant after successful completion of course.
I am a passed out trainee from The National Small Scale Industries Corporation- Technical service centre, Howrah, A Gov. of India Enterprise under the ministry of MSME, New Delhi. This is organisation repute in working for growth & development of micro and small industries in India. This is the organization who is working towards reduction of unemployment in India.

There are several Pride factors that I feel proud for my association with NSIC:

- NSIC is a unique organisation who is delivering the quality teaching in technical field like welder, fitter, surveyor, and electrician.
- I also appreciate the dedication towards time management during classroom teaching.
- I proud to feel that I am product of NSIC where giving emphasis on trade practice.

I was passed out from NSIC and started preparing for Government sector job since I was very much interested to do the government sector job. When I was writing the exam for getting the job in ordinance factory, then I realised that the technical what was taught during class hour is helping a lot to solve the problem.

I proudly to say that I am a part of Government organisation only due to NSIC-TSC, Howrah.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC :

I was totally ignorant about today’s highly competitive world when I had done my matriculation. It was totally dark regarding career growth for me. I was very confused about my future and questions like what to do now, which course to do, etc were kept haunting me day and night. Then, one of my friends told me about NSIC, HOWRAH. I went there and asked them about different courses. The NSIC official has properly guided me and cleared all my confusions regarding my questions.

Finally, I have taken admission in ITI trade for two years for session 2011-2013. It was a life changing turn for me. My life completely changed after taking admission. My whole thinking about my career improved a lot. I was having a more wide scope for my career. I was thinking in more scientific and logical approach.

After completing my wonderful two years, finally I got placed in Texma co. ltd., Hooghly. Now when I look back, I think NSIC has transformed me from a very ignorant person to well qualified human being.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME OF THE UNIT</th>
<th>KISWAK INDUSTRIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR</td>
<td>SUBASHIS MAITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>GENERAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEX</td>
<td>MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDUSTRY SECTOR</td>
<td>MANUFACTURING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATURE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>JOB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>JOB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT ADDRESS</td>
<td>BANDEL, KALIPARA, RAMPUR HAT, HOOGHLY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STATE</td>
<td>WEST BENGAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT NO.</td>
<td>8961116204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED</td>
<td>TRAINING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FROM NSIC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC</td>
<td>ADVERTISEMENT.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:**

The National Small Scale Industries Corporation is a Public Sector Enterprise, Government of India, providing the support to SME’s technically as well as financially by different scheme and training. Qualified trainees from NSIC serving SME’s and participating in growth of country.

I feel proud to tell every person that I belong to The Nation Small Scale Industries Corporation – Technical Service centre, howdah from 2011-2013 batch passed out trainee in fitter.

After passing out from NSIC-TSC, Howrah. I sit in campus interview organised by NSIC itself and selected by Kiswak Industries at monthly payment Rs. 7500/- per month.

I thanks to NSIC for providing me platform where successfully completed the training and got the job through NSIC-TSC, Howrah.
NAME OF THE UNIT
TELECOM INDUSTRY PVT. LTD.

NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR
BHAKTA RAJAN BERRA

CATEGORY
SC

SEX
MALE

INDUSTRY SECTOR
MANUFACTURING

NATURE OF BUSINESS
MANUFACTURING

MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS
JOB

CONTACT ADDRESS
FULKAGN, KOLKATA
STATE- WEST BENGAL
9002485858

CONTACT NO.

TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED
TRAINING

FROM NSIC

HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC
ADVERTISEMENT.

WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

There are several factors feel proud that I am associated with Nation Small Industries Corporation, who is providing quality training and generating technical workforce for micro & small industries to support technically.

1. Quality of training.
2. Supporting to growth of the country in skill development.
3. Supporting Micro & Small industries as technically and financially.

I associated with NSIC in 2010 when I taken admission in NCVT approved training course called fitter. I thanks to NSIC that they have provided me quality training so that after completion of training I got the job offer by M/s Telcom industries pvt. ltd, with monthly salary Rs.10000/-. I am happy and to thanks NSIC – TSC, Howrah for providing me platform to serve the country. I feel proud that I associated with NSIC during training.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I am associated with The National Small Industries Corporation Ltd.- Technical Services Centre, Howrah from 2015. NSIC has a great contribution in building up my entrepreneurship carrier. Before coming to NSIC I never think that someday I become an entrepreneur and I can earn for our family. It was my great luck that in 2015 I was selected by NSIC for Entrepreneurship & skill development programme.

I took the admission in food processing and learn lot during training. Actually we have learnt theory as well as particle which built confident in my life and helped to become an entrepreneur.

After training completion I am going to setup a unit for noodles in my house and the product will sell in local market.

I would like to thanks NSIC for providing me support and training.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME OF THE UNIT</th>
<th>TAILORING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR</td>
<td>TULTUL GHOSH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>GENERAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEX</td>
<td>FEMALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDUSTRY SECTOR</td>
<td>MANUFACTURING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATURE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>TEXTILE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT ADDRESS</td>
<td>BALITIKURI BAKULTALA, DIST-HOWRAH WESTBENGAL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC: TRAINING

HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC: ADVERTISEMENT AND CAMPAIGN

WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I am a passed out trainees of the national Small Industries Corporation- Technical service centre, Howrah. This is a dynamic organization that can select, trained some interested entrepreneur and groom them such way that they can be able to establish their own industrial unit.

I was interested in tailoring course for developing my business but due to unavailability of good platform couldn’t expand my own business.

Since my husband is unable to work due to his paralysis, I am the only person to income in my family having three daughters, we belongs to a very poor family, and doing this tailoring job is the only source of income for our family

After completion of training, I applied for a loan from my bank, on basis of NSIC certificate, with in few days I was provided the loaned amount by which I expanded my business and earn a lot of money for the expenditure of my family. I enhanced the business of manufacturing textile goods and doing some designing works too. I am happy that I am groomed by NSIC for a successful entrepreneurship.
NAME OF THE UNIT: TAILORING

NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR: MAMANI SETT
CATEGORY: S.C
SEX: FEMALE
INDUSTRY SECTOR: MANUFACTURING
NATURE OF BUSINESS: TEXTILE
MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS: PRODUCTION AND DESIGNING
CONTACT ADDRESS: C.T.I, DASNAGAR, DIST-HOWRAH, WESTBENGAL

WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

Iam very grateful for The National Small Industries Corporation- Technical services centre, Howrah. After association with this organisation I am able to create self-identity as a successful entrepreneur.

When I came to know that NSIC is providing the training through awareness campaign from one of my neighbour, I took admission in tailoring course and successfully completed my training. Now I am working better and earning money by doing lots of sewing works at my own home. My father does have a small grocery shop, from which a very small amount of revenue is generated, so I took admission at NSIC for developing my skills and help my family with some financial support. I thank to NSIC that they have provided me adequate theoretical & practical knowledge as well as provided me a lot of encouragement during training session. After successful completion of training programme on tailoring course, I applied for a loan from my bank, on basis of NSIC certificate, with in few days I was provided the loaned amount by which I expanded my business. I am working with my mother for manufacturing textile goods and some designing and am earning Rs. 2500/approx. per month from there. I am satisfied that due to my training in NSIC I am now an independent and established person and also I am happy to support my family financially.
NAME OF THE UNIT | TAILORING
---|---
NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR | RINKU MUKHERJEE
CATEGORY | GENERAL
SEX | FEMALE
INDUSTRY SECTOR | MANUFACTURING
NATURE OF BUSINESS | TEXTILE GOODS
MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS | PRODUCTION AND DESIGNING
CONTACT ADDRESS | SHANPUR, KADAMTALA, DIST-HOWRAH

**WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:**

I am a passed out trainees of the national Small Industries Corporation- Technical service centre, Howrah. This is a dynamic organization who can select, trained some interested entrepreneur and groom them such way that they can be able to established their own industrial unit.

I was selected by NSIC – TSC, Howrah for one month training programme in Tailoring. I was interested in tailoring from young age but due to unavailability of good platform couldn’t started own business.

I had idea for manufacturing of dresses for Teenager, Middle aged and aged lady but due to lack of systematic training I couldn’t started my own business. When I heard that NSIC is providing training on Tailoring and incubator project for one month, by staff of NSIC. I took admission in Incubator Project. I acquired maximum knowledge from this training on skill development as well as theory like documentation, accounts managements, manpower management.

After completion of training, I am more interested to do another course on tailoring so that I can expand my business and earn a lot of money for the expenditure of my family. I started the handicraft work of making crystal bags and necklace making with own small investment. I am happy that I am groomed by NSIC for a successful entrepreneurship.
NAME OF THE UNIT  TAILORING

NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR  TINKU PANDIT
CATEGORY  GENERAL
SEX  FEMALE
INDUSTRY SECTOR  MANUFACTURING
NATURE OF BUSINESS  TEXTILE GOODS
MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS  SEWING AND DESIGNING
CONTACT ADDRESS  SALAP BAZAR, DIST-HOWRAH SATTE - WESTBENGAL

TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC
HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC  TRAINING

WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

The National Small Industries Corporation Limited is a Government of India Organization working for the growth and development of MSME’s of India Growth through its various development schemes. Among all schemes as I know food processing (Entrepreneurship) is the best Scheme for the entrepreneurs Like me.

After successful completion of training programme on Tailoring in the year 2010, I am working with some of my friends for manufacturing of female dresses like salwar, kurti etc. and to do the marketing of the product and am earning Rs. 2500-3000/approx. per month from there.

Thanks to NSIC for their kind support in establishing my unit and providing me a platform for learning and getting a route source of income for me and my dependents.
NAME OF THE UNIT: TAILORING

NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR: SHEFALI HAZRA
CATEGORY: GENERAL
SEX: FEMALE
INDUSTRY SECTOR: MANUFACTURING
NATURE OF BUSINESS: TEXTILE GOODS
MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS: LADIES WEAR TAILORING
CONTACT ADDRESS: BALITIKURI BAZAR, DIST-HOWRAH, STATE - WESTBENGAL

TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC: TRAINING
HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC: TRAINING

WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

Before coming to The National Small Industries corporation, I was thinking that how I can help to our family financially. We got the platform NSIC to do something for my family financially. When we heard that NSIC is giving the training on tailoring then I consulted Miss Pronity pal faculty of tailoring. I came to know that after completion of training I can open a tailoring centre.

I taken admission in 2015 at NSIC-TSC, Howrah. During training we had learn about two best part

4. Practical - it developed our skills.

After successful completion of training, opened a in house tailoring business with one Sewing machines. Currently we are happy that we are getting the customer and making money for our family.

I will give all credits to NSIC to make me successful entrepreneur.
NAME OF THE UNIT
FOOD PROCESSING.

NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR
SUMAN ROUTH

CATEGORY
OBC

SEX
MALE

INDUSTRY SECTOR
SERVICE

NATURE OF BUSINESS
SERVICE

MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS
NOODLES

CONTACT ADDRESS
PACHIM PANCHGACHIA , GOCHARAN
STATE- WEST BENGAL

TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED
TRAINING

FROM NSIC

HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC
CAMPAIGN & ADVERTISEMENT.

WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I am a passed out trainees of The national Small Industries Corporation- Technical service centre, Howrah. This is a dynamic organization that can select, trained some interested entrepreneur and groom them such way that they can be able to establish their own industrial unit.

When I came to know that NSIC is providing the training through awareness campaign, I took admission in food processing course and successfully completed my training. Now I am working for self-business of manufacturing soya milk and its products. I thank to NSIC that they have provided me adequate theoretical & practical knowledge during training session.

After successful completion of training programme on food processing in the year 2014, I am working with some workers for manufacturing soya milk and its products and to do the marketing of the product and helping to my family.

I am satisfied that due to my training in NSIC I am now an independent and established person and also I am happy to support my family financially.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

During 2014 I was selected by NSIC – TSC, Howrah for one week training programme in food processing. I was interested in popcorn making since I saw the people making popcorn earning a good amount from their business but due to unavailability of good platform couldn’t started own business.

When I heard that NSIC is providing short training on incubator project for one week, I took admission in Incubator Project in 2014. I acquired maximum knowledge from this training on skill development as well as theory like documentation, accounts managements, manpower management.

After completion of training I have started my business in my house itself. I am getting order from our local neighbour and earning Rs. 2000 – 3000/- in a month.

I thanks to NSIC for providing platform to serve my family.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME OF THE UNIT</th>
<th>FOOD PROCESSING.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR</td>
<td>BISWAJIT ROY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>OBC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEX</td>
<td>MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDUSTRY SECTOR</td>
<td>SERVICE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATURE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>SERVICE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>SOUTH INDIAN FOOD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT ADDRESS</td>
<td>20/37C , BIPLABI BIPIN GHOSH SARAI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>STATE- WEST BENGAL , KOL-700067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC</td>
<td>TRAINING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC</td>
<td>CAMPAIGN &amp; ADVERTISEMENT.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:**

I am very grateful for The National Small Industries Corporation- Technical services centre, Howrah. After association with this organisation I am able to create self-identity as a successful entrepreneur.

When I came to know that NSIC is providing the training through awareness campaign, I took admission in food processing course and successfully completed my training. Now I am working along with my husband and my daughter and some other neighbours for making noodles. I thank to NSIC that they have provided me adequate theoretical & practical knowledge during training session.

After successful completion of training programme on food processing in the year 2014, I am working with some of my friends for manufacturing noodles and am earning Rs. 7500/approx. per month from there.

I am satisfied that due to my training in NSIC I am now an independent and established person and also I am happy to support my family financially.
NAME OF THE UNIT: FOOD PROCESSING.

NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR: RANA DEY

CATEGORY: OBC

SEX: MALE

INDUSTRY SECTOR: SERVICE

NATURE OF BUSINESS: SERVICE

MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS: SOUTH INDIAN FOOD

CONTACT ADDRESS: VILL+PO- CHANDANESWAR , PIN-743330
STATE- WEST BENGAL

TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC: TRAINING

HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC: CAMPAIGN.

WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I am very grateful for The National Small Industries Corporation- Technical services centre, Howrah. After association with this organisation I am able to create self-identity as a successful entrepreneur.

When I came to know that NSIC is providing the training through awareness campaign, I took admission in food processing course and successfully completed my training. Now I am working along with my wife and some other neighbours for making potato chips.

I thank to NSIC that they have provided me adequate theoretical & practical knowledge during training session.

After successful completion of training programme on food processing in the year 2014, I am working with some of my friends for manufacturing potato chips and helping to my family.

I am satisfied that due to my training in NSIC I am now an independent and established person and also I am happy to support my family financially.
**NAME OF THE UNIT**
NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR: ALOK DASKHAN  
CATEGORY: GENERAL  
SEX: MALE  
INDUSTRY SECTOR: SERVICE  
NATURE OF BUSINESS: SERVICE  
MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS: SOUTH INDIAN FOOD  
CONTACT ADDRESS: VILL +PO KHALNA, PS JOYPUR STATE- WEST BENGAL , DIST- HOWRAH  

**TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC**
TRAINING  

**HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC**
CAMPAIGN & ADVERTISEMENT.  

**WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:**
I am a passed out trainees of The national Small Industries Corporation- Technical service centre, Howrah. This is a dynamic organization who can select, trained some interested entrepreneur and groom them such way that they can be able to established their own industrial unit.  

When I came to know that NSIC is providing the training through awareness campaign, I took admission in food processing course and successfully completed my training. Now I am working for self-business of manufacturing soya milk and its products.  

I thank to NSIC that they have provided me adequate theoretical & practical knowledge during training session. After successful completion of training programme on food processing in the year 2014, I am working with some workers for manufacturing soya milk and its products and to do the marketing of the product and am earning Rs. 2000/approx. per month from there.  

I am satisfied that due to my training in NSIC I am now an independent and established person and also I am happy to support my family financially.
### WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

During 2014 I was selected by NSIC – TSC, Howrah for one week training programme in food processing. I was interested in popcorn making since I saw the people making popcorn earning a good amount from their business but due to unavailability of good platform couldn’t started own business.

When I heard that NSIC is providing short training on incubator project for one week, I took admission in Incubator Project in 2014. I acquired maximum knowledge from this training on skill development as well as theory like documentation, accounts managements, manpower management.

After completion of training I have started my business in my house itself. I am getting order from our local neighbour and earning Rs. 2000 – 3000/- in a month.

I thanks to NSIC for providing platform to serve my family.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME OF THE UNIT</th>
<th>TAILORING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR</td>
<td>SATHI MAITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>OBC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEX</td>
<td>FEMALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDUSTRY SECTOR</td>
<td>MANUFACTURING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATURE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>TEXTILE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>MANUFACTURING OF FEMALE GARMENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT ADDRESS</td>
<td>ULBERIA, HOWRAH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:**

I am a passed out trainees of The national Small Industries Corporation- Technical service centre, Howrah. This is a dynamic organization who can select, trained some interested entrepreneur and groom them such way that they can be able to established their own industrial unit.

During 2015 I was selected by NSIC – TSC, Howrah for one month training programme in Tailoring. I was interested in tailoring from young age but due to unavailability of good platform couldn’t started own business.

I had idea for manufacturing of dresses for Teenager, Middle aged and aged lady but due to lack of systematic training I couldn’t started my own business. When I heard that NSIC is providing training on Tailoring for one month by one of staff of NSIC. I took admission in Tailoring in 2015. I acquired maximum knowledge from this training on skill development as well as theory like documentation, accounts managements, manpower management.

After completion of training I just started my own business with small investment. I am happy that I am groomed by NSIC for a successful entrepreneurship.
NAME OF THE UNIT | TAILORING
--- | ---
NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR | KALPANA BAG
CATEGORY | GENERAL
SEX | FEMALE
INDUSTRY SECTOR | MANUFACTURING
NATURE OF BUSINESS | TEXTILE
MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS | MANUFACTURING OF FEMALE GARMENTS
CONTACT ADDRESS | KASHIPUR, HOWRAH

TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVALIED FROM NSIC | TRAINING
HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC | CAMPAIGN

WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I am very grateful for The National Small Industries Corporation- Technical services centre, Howrah. After association with this organisation I am able to create self identity as a successful entrepreneur.

When I came to know that NSIC is providing the training on Tailoring through awareness campaign, I took admission in 2015 and successfully completed the one month skill development training on tailoring. Previously I was a simple house wife and after completion the course I was confident that I can establish the industrial unit. I thank to NSIC that they have provided me adequate theoretical & practical knowledge during training session. After successful completion of training I decided to start my career as entrepreneur with Garments product like frock, Kurti etc. which is the total product of ladies wear. Finally we have started the own business in my house.

I am satisfied that due to my training in NSIC I am now an independent lady and also I am happy to support my family financially.
NAME OF THE UNIT: TAILORING

NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR: SONALI ADIKARY
CATEGORY: GENERAL
SEX: FEMALE
INDUSTRY SECTOR: TEXTILE
NATURE OF BUSINESS: ACTURING
MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS: MANUFACTURING OF DRESS MATERIAL
CONTACT ADDRESS: BIRSHIBPUR, HOWRAH

TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC: TRAINING
HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC: CAMPAIGN

WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

The National Small Scale Industries Corporation is a Public Sector Enterprise, Government of India, providing the support to SME’s technically as well as financially by different scheme and training. Qualified trainees from NSIC serving SME’s and participating in growth of country.

I feel proud to tell every person that I belong to The Nation Small Scale Industries Corporation – Technical Service centre, Howrah from 2015 batch passed out trainee in food processing.

Now I am happy and feel proud that I got chance to become a part of NSIC.
The National Small Industries Corporation Limited is a Government of India Organization working for the growth and development of MSME’s of India. Growth through its various development schemes. Among all schemes as I know Training is the best Scheme for the new Entrepreneurs.

As I know The National Small Industries corporation is an authorised institute to provide entrepreneurship programme & skill development training. I was associated with NSIC in 2015 and completed one month training for Food processing.

This training programme help me lot to run my business in schematic manner. It also helped to expand it. After completion of training we got lot of energy & confident that we should expand the business and explore the opportunity to work with us.

I thankful to NSIC that giving me chance to reduce unemployment little bit since after completion of training I am earning and helping my family.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

The National Small Scale Industries Limited is a platform for the small and emerging Entrepreneurs and I can proudly say that I become a member of NSIC from 2015. It provides a big platform for the small and emerging entrepreneurs for their exposure and to explore a market for their product after establishing of their own unit. I can personally say that NSIC has helped me a lot to grow in time.

The National Small Industries Corporation Limited is a Government of India Organization working for the growth and development of MSME’s of India Growth through its various development schemes. Among all schemes as I know Training is the best Scheme for the new Entrepreneurs Like me.

After successful completion of training programme I started self business in noodles manufacturing. Apart from this we are also providing the training to youth prior to engage in work at our centre.

Thanks to NSIC for their kind support in establishing my unit and providing me a platform for learning.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME OF THE UNIT</th>
<th>TAILORING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAME OF ENTREPRENEUR</td>
<td>RUMPA POLLEY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORY</td>
<td>GENERAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEX</td>
<td>FEMALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDUSTRY SECTOR</td>
<td>MANUFACTURING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATURE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>TEXTILE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIN LINE OF BUSINESS</td>
<td>MANUFACTURING OF FEMALE GARMENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTACT ADDRESS</td>
<td>BALITIKURI, KHALDHAPARA HOWRAH, WESTBENGAL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| TYPE OF ASSISTANCE BEING AVAILED FROM NSIC | TRAINING |
| HOW DID UNIT APPROACH NSIC | CAMPAIGN |

**WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:**

National small industries corporation limited is an organization who is a training provider to the unemployed youth. This organization is authorized by the govt. of India, New Delhi as a nodal agency for providing industrial training in welding, fitter, surveyor, turner, draftsman-mechanical, machinist & electrician along with software and hardware courses like basics of computer, networking, CNC programming, etc and vocational training for engineering students. The main intention for providing training is to generation of employment like self employment and wage employment so that it helps in the burning problem of today.

I feel proud to say that I am a passed out trainee from NSIC in Tailoring. I am associated with NSIC-TSC, Howrah from 2014. The training was excellent. NSIC provided me so much knowledge both practical and skill development that I planned to open my own unit for manufacturing of ladies wear like kurti, salwar along with teenager wear. During training NSIC provided me knowledge of accounting, management, marketing technique, book keeping record, manpower management

I have just started our own business in my house to earn and help my family. I thanks to NSIC for providing me platform to stand and visible.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

I am very grateful for The National Small Industries Corporation- Technical services centre, Howrah. After association with this organisation I am able to create self-identity as a successful entrepreneur.

When I came to know that NSIC is providing the training through awareness campaign, I took admission in Tailoring course and successfully completed my training. Now I am working along with my husband and my daughter and some other neighbours for making noodles. I thank to NSIC that they have provided me adequate theoretical & practical knowledge during training session. After successful completion of training programme on i am helping my family with this earned money.

I am satisfied that due to my training in NSIC I am now an independent and established person and also I am happy to support my family financially.
WHAT IS THE PRIDE FACTOR THE UNIT GETS FROM NSIC:

The National Small Scale Industries Limited is a platform for the small and emerging Entrepreneurs and I can proudly say that I become a member of NSIC from 2015. It provides a big platform for the small and emerging entrepreneurs for their exposure and to explore a market for their product after establishing of their own unit. I can personally say that NSIC has helped me a lot to grow in time.

The National Small Industries Corporation Limited is a Government of India Organization working for the growth and development of MSME’s of India Growth through its various development schemes. Among all schemes as I know Tailoring training (Entrepreneurship) is the best Scheme for the entrepreneurs Like me.

After successful completion of training programme on tailoring in the year 2014, I am working with some of my friends for manufacturing popcorn and to do the marketing of the product and am earning Rs. 2000-2500/approx. per month from there.

Thanks to NSIC for their kind support in establishing my unit and providing me a platform for learning and getting a route source of income for me and my dependents.